
 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

 

CASE NO. _________________ 

 

ROBIN MCNEIL and LILLIAN 

MARSHALL on behalf of themselves  

and all others similarly situated, 

 

 Plaintiffs,        

  v.      CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

                                JURY DEMAND 

SELENE FINANCE, LP, SOUTHWEST 

BUSINESS CORPORATION, and 

GREAT AMERICAN E&S INSURANCE 

COMPANY 

 

 Defendants. 

_____________________________________/ 

      

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

 

 Plaintiffs Lillian Marshall and Robin McNeil file this class action complaint, on behalf of 

themselves and all others similarly situated, against Defendants Selene Finance, LP (“Selene”), 

Southwest Business Corporation (“Southwest”), and Great American E&S Insurance Company 

(“Great American”) (collectively, “Defendants”). 

INTRODUCTION 

1. This action seeks to redress for injuries resulting directly from Defendants’ force-

placed insurance practices.  Plaintiffs and a proposed nationwide class and two subclasses of 

Selene borrowers seek to recover damages they have suffered as a result of Defendants’ wrongful 

conduct in manipulating the force-placed insurance market through collusive agreements 

involving kickback arrangements and other forms of improper compensation, and their standard 

practice of charging borrowers undisclosed and illegitimate costs in connection with force-placed 

insurance.     
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2. Selene was established on Oct. 1, 2007 to service nonperforming and sub-

performing residential mortgage loans.  It is an indirect subsidiary of Selene Holdings LLC.   

Selene functions as a special servicer for the Selene Residential Mortgage Opportunity Fund I and 

Fund II, which buys distressed assets primarily through whole loan purchases.  In 2012, Selene 

expanded into servicing prime mortgage loans. Their exclusive and collusive relationships with 

Great American and Southwest have resulted in extraordinary profits for all the Defendants 

totaling in the millions of dollars.  

3. During the class period, Selene, Great American, and Southwest have engaged in a 

pattern of unlawful and unconscionable profiteering and self-dealing in the purchase and 

placement of force-placed insurance coverage on behalf of Selene borrowers in Florida and 

throughout the country.   

4. Selene has entered into agreements with Great American and Southwest that give 

those companies the exclusive right to monitor the entire Selene mortgage loan portfolio for lapses 

in homeowners’ insurance coverage and force-place their own insurance coverage in the event of 

a lapse.  The new coverage is issued from a master policy that Selene purchases before any 

individual lapse to cover its entire loan portfolio.  In exchange, Great American and Southwest 

provide Selene with various kickbacks that Defendants attempt to disguise as legitimate 

compensation. These kickbacks include but are not limited to one or more of the following: (1) 

unearned “commissions” paid to Selene or an affiliate for work purportedly performed to procure 

individual policies; (2) “expense reimbursements” allegedly paid to reimburse Selene for expenses 

it incurred in the placement of force-placed insurance coverage on homeowners; (3) payments of 

illusory reinsurance premiums that carry no commensurate transfer of risk; and (4) free or below-

cost mortgage-servicing functions that Southwest and Great American perform for Selene that 
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often have nothing to do with the placement of insurance coverage.   

5. Because of these kickbacks, Selene essentially receives a rebate on the cost of the 

force-placed insurance; however, Selene homeowners ultimately bear the cost of these kickbacks 

because Selene does not pass on these rebates to the borrower. The charges for force-placed 

insurance are deducted from borrowers’ escrow accounts or added to the balance of their mortgage 

loans and Defendants attempt to disguise the kickbacks as legitimate by characterizing them as 

income earned by Selene when, in fact, they are unearned and unlawful profits. 

6. During the proposed class period, Defendants treated Plaintiffs and every putative 

class member in an identical manner pursuant to their standard policies and procedures by among 

other things: (1) notifying them that their coverage had lapsed and new coverage had been forced 

with the same cycle of form letters; (2) forcing coverage for every borrower from one master policy 

that covered Selene’s entire loan portfolio; (3) forcing new coverage in the same manner for every 

member of the proposed classes; and (4) including the same impermissible costs in the amounts 

charged every putative class member for coverage.   

7. Defendants’ self-dealing and collusion in the force-placed insurance market has 

caused substantial harm to the named Plaintiffs and the proposed classes they seek to represent. 

This action seeks to redress harm resulting directly from Defendants’ force-placed insurance 

practices.  Plaintiffs do not challenge the cost of the forced-place insurance per se or the insurance 

rates that may have been filed by Great American.  Nor do Plaintiffs challenge Selene’s contractual 

right to obtain force-placed insurance to protect its interest in Plaintiffs’ loan but instead challenge 

the manner in which Selene has manipulated the force-placed insurance process whereby Selene 

receives an effective rebate on the cost of the FPI but does not pass the rebate on to the borrowers.        
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PARTIES 

Plaintiffs 

8. Plaintiff Lillian Marshall was charged for force-placed insurance on her home in 

New Jersey by Defendant Selene. Pursuant to its exclusive arrangement with Southwest and Great 

American, and the master policy in place, and upon information and belief, Selene purchased the 

force-placed insurance coverage through Southwest and Great American in 2016.  Ms. Marshall 

is a citizen of the State of New Jersey.  

9. Plaintiff Robin McNeil was charged for force-placed insurance on her home in 

Florida by Defendant Selene. Pursuant to its exclusive arrangement with Southwest and Great 

American, and the master policy in place, and upon information and belief, Selene purchased the 

force-placed insurance coverage through Southwest and Great American in 2015.  Ms. McNeil is 

a citizen of the State of Florida.   

Defendants 

10. Selene is a Texas company with its principal place of business in Houston, Texas.  

It is an indirect subsidiary of Selene Holdings, LLC. Selene services residential mortgage loans in 

Florida, New Jersey, and throughout the United States, including loans within this district.  Selene 

serviced the Plaintiffs’ loans.  

11. Southwest is a Texas company with its principal place of business in San Antonio. 

It provides insurance, mortgage, and investment services to financial institutions, businesses, and 

individuals and is licensed to do business in all fifty U.S. states. Southwest contracts with servicers 

and lenders to act as a force-placed insurance vendor.  During the relevant time periods described 

in this Complaint, Southwest contracted as a force-placed insurance vendor with Selene.  Upon 

information and belief, Southwest, along with Great American, tracks loans in Selene’s mortgage 
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portfolio, handles customer service duties related to force-place insurance, and issues certificates 

from the force-placed insurance master policy on properties when a borrower’s insurance has 

lapsed.  At all relevant times described in this complaint, Southwest was acting as an agent, servant, 

employee, partner, and joint venturer of Defendants Selene and Great American.  Southwest had 

actual or constructive knowledge of the acts of each of these Defendants, and ratified, approved, 

joined in, acquiesced in, or authorized the wrongful acts of each co-defendant, and retained the 

benefits of said wrongful acts.  Southwest was a direct, necessary, and substantial participant in 

the common course of conduct complained of herein, and was aware of its overall contribution to 

and furtherance of the conspiracy and common course of conduct.  Southwest conducts business 

throughout the United States, including Florida and New Jersey.     

12. Great American is a Delaware company with its principal place of business in 

Cincinnati, Ohio. It is a surplus line insurance carrier in Florida, New Jersey, and throughout the 

country.  Surplus line insurance carriers do not file their insurance rates with State insurance 

regulators and therefore their rates (and the ultimate insurance premiums) are not reviewed or 

approved by the State insurance regulators.      

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

13. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to the Class Action Fairness 

Act of 2005 (“CAFA”), Pub. L. No. 109-2, 119 Stat. 4 (codified in various sections of 28 U.S.C.). 

14. Plaintiff Lillian Marshall is a citizen of New Jersey who owns property in New 

Jersey on which insurance coverage was forced by Defendant Selene through its exclusive 

arrangements. 

15. Plaintiff Robin McNeil is a citizen of Florida who owns property in Florida on 

which insurance coverage was forced by Defendant Selene through its exclusive arrangements. 
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16. Selene is registered to do business in Florida.  The amount in controversy exceeds 

$5,000,000 and there are at least one hundred members of the putative class.   

17. This Court has subject-matter jurisdiction over this action because Plaintiffs’ claims 

arise under the federal Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (“RICO”), 18 U.S.C. 

§ 1962(d), according to the statute’s jurisdictional statement, 18 U.S.C. § 1964.  Further, pursuant 

to 28 U.S.C. § 1331, this Court has subject-matter jurisdiction based on Plaintiffs’ claims for 

violation of the federal Truth in Lending Act (“TILA”), 15 U.S.C. § 1601 et seq. 

18. This Court has further jurisdiction over Defendants because they are either foreign 

corporations authorized to conduct business in Florida, are doing business in Florida and have 

registered with the Florida Secretary of State, or do sufficient business in Florida, have sufficient 

minimum contacts with Florida, or otherwise intentionally avail themselves of the Florida 

consumer market through the promotion, marketing, sale, and service of mortgages or other 

lending services and insurance policies in Florida.  This purposeful availment renders the exercise 

of jurisdiction by this Court over Defendants and their affiliated or related entities permissible 

under traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice. 

19. In addition, this Court has subject-matter jurisdiction under CAFA because the 

amount in controversy exceeds $5 million and diversity exists between Plaintiffs and Defendants.  

28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(2).  Further, in determining whether the $5 million amount in controversy 

requirement of 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d) (2) is met, the claims of the putative class members are 

aggregated.  28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(6). 

20. Venue is proper in this forum pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 because Defendants 

transact business and may be found in this District and a substantial portion of the practices 

complained of herein occurred in the Southern District of Florida. 
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21. All conditions precedent to this action have occurred, been performed, or have been 

waived. 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

 

22. All mortgage lenders’ and servicers’ force-placed insurance schemes operate in a 

materially similar fashion.  When a homeowner’s voluntary insurance policy lapses, the mortgage 

servicer force-places insurance on the property and charges the borrower more than its actual cost 

of insurance for the coverage it places.  Lenders and servicers charge borrowers more than their 

actual cost despite provisions in the mortgage contract and in notice letters sent to borrowers 

advising that the borrower will be charged for the cost of insurance coverage.  The borrower 

ultimately pays more than the lender or servicer because after the lender or servicer pays the insurer 

for the force-placed coverage, the insurer kicks a percentage of the payment back to the servicer 

or one of its affiliates.  This gratuitous kickback essentially provides the lender or servicer with a 

rebate on the cost of the insurance coverage.  The benefit of that rebate is not, however, passed on 

to the borrower.  

23. The amounts that Selene charges borrowers for forced coverage often have little to 

do with the actual risk insured or the value of the property, and are purely a function of this 

kickback scheme. This action seeks compensation for borrowers who have been victimized by this 

practice and an end to this illegal scheme. 

24. At all relevant times, Selene purchased force-placed insurance through Southwest 

and Great American pursuant to a longstanding agreement whereby Great American furnished 

insurance coverage for the entire Selene portfolio of mortgage loans under a master policy.  

Southwest facilitates the arrangement by taking over certain mortgage servicing functions on 
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behalf of Selene at below cost, including tracking the loans in the Selene portfolio for lapses in 

insurance, and notifying Great American of any lapse so an individual certificate for the particular 

borrower’s property can be issued under the master policy.  

25. This arrangement returns a significant financial benefit to Selene that is unrelated 

to any contractual or bona fide interest in protecting Selene’s interest in the loan.  Pursuant to its 

agreement, Selene purchases insurance coverage from Great American, and in exchange, Selene 

receives kickbacks from Great American and Southwest in the form of unearned “commissions,” 

ceded premiums for riskless reinsurance, subsidies for below-cost mortgage servicing functions 

(that often have nothing to do with providing insurance coverage), or illusory “expense 

reimbursements,” among other things, which amount to a rebate on the cost of the FPI to Selene.  

Selene then imposes the pre-rebate charges upon borrowers in amounts it claims to represent the 

cost of the insurance it paid for, but in fact it is a greater amount than Selene paid because the 

charges include the secret kickbacks and other illicit consideration that is remitted to Selene and 

that amount to a rebate that Selene did not pass on to its borrowers. 

26. Selene’s desire to reap greater profits through its prearranged agreements with 

Southwest and Great American leads it to select an insurance policy that will allow for kickbacks 

to Selene. However, Selene subsequently charges its borrowers amounts for coverage that are 

greater than what Selene ultimately pays for the coverage.   The charges it imposes on borrowers, 

which Selene attributes to the cost of the insurance, are not only greater than its actual cost of 

providing the insurance and the actual cost paid by Selene, but also are usually greater than the 

premiums for the borrowers’ voluntary insurance, even though the force-placed insurance provides 

less coverage.  Through this manipulation of the force-placed insurance selection process, Selene 

maximizes its own profits and those of its co-Defendants to the detriment of Plaintiffs and the 
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Class members.   

The Force-Placed Insurance Industry 

27. Lenders and mortgage servicers, like Selene here, force-place insurance coverage 

when a borrower fails to obtain or maintain proper hazard, flood, or wind insurance coverage on 

property that secures a loan.  Under the typical mortgage agreement, if the insurance policy lapses 

or provides insufficient coverage, the lender has the right to force-place coverage on the property 

to protect its interest in the loan and to charge the borrower the cost of coverage. 

28. Force-placed insurance schemes like the one at issue here take advantage of the 

discretion afforded to the Selene in standard form mortgage agreements.  The mortgage 

agreements typically require the borrower to carry hazard insurance sufficient to cover the lender’s 

interest in the property against fire and other perils.  If a homeowner’s “voluntary” policy lapses, 

the mortgage agreement allows the lender to “force place” a new policy on the property at the 

borrower’s expense. 

29. These schemes also violate the mortgage contract’s express terms.  The borrower 

contracts to compensate the lender for the actual cost that the lender or servicer pays the insurer 

for the forced coverage, but is then charged an amount that is more than the lender or servicer 

actually paid.  Typically, lenders delegate to servicers the lenders’ rights to enforce the terms of 

the mortgage contract. 

30. Force-placed insurance providers enter into exclusive relationships with servicers 

to provide the master policies.  To maintain their exclusive relationships with these servicers, the 

force-placed insurers, like Great American, using an insurance agency like Southwest as a conduit, 

pay unearned kickbacks, often calculated as a percentage of the force-placed premiums and 

disguised as “commissions” or “expense reimbursements”; together with Southwest, offer 
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subsidized mortgage servicing functions; enter into lucrative captive reinsurance deals with them; 

and/or provide other financial benefits not attributable to the cost of insuring the property.   

31. The money to finance these force-placed insurance schemes comes from 

unsuspecting borrowers who are charged inflated amounts for force-placed insurance by lenders 

or servicers.  Borrowers are required to pay the full amount that the lender or servicer initially pays 

to the insurer despite the fact that a considerable portion of that amount is kicked back to the lender 

or servicer in the manner described above.  Selene gets the benefit of an effective rebate from 

Great American that it does not pass on to the borrower.  Instead it charges the borrower the full 

amount, purportedly for the cost of insurance coverage.  Selene reaps these unconscionable profits 

entirely at the expense of the unsuspecting borrowers. 

32. During a 2012 hearing on force-placed insurance at the National Association of 

Insurance Commissioners (“NAIC”), Mr. Birny Birnbaum, an expert on the force-placed insurance 

market, illustrated the staggering growth in profits that force-placed insurance schemes have 

reaped in recent years:1 

                                                
1 This graph and the ones that follower are from Mr. Birnbaum’s presentation to the NAIC on 

August 9, 2012.  The presentation is available 

at:http://www.naic.org/documents/committees_c_120809-public_hearing_lender_placed-

insurancepresentation_birnbaum.pdf. 
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

33. The standard form mortgage agreements for loans serviced by Selene include a 

provision requiring the borrower to maintain hazard insurance coverage, flood insurance coverage 

if the property is located in a Special Flood Hazard Area as determined by the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency, and wind insurance on the property securing the loan.  In the event that the 

insurance lapses, the standard form mortgage agreements permit Selene to obtain force-placed 

coverage to protect the its interest in the loan and to charge the cost of the insurance to the borrower 

rather than declare the borrower in default. 

34. What is unknown to borrowers, and not disclosed in the standard form mortgage 

agreements, is that Selene has exclusive arrangements with Southwest and Great American to 

manipulate the force-placed insurance market and receive kickbacks that provide it an effective 

rebate on the cost of the insurance that it does not pass on to Plaintiffs and the Class members.  

Defendants disguise these kickbacks as “commissions,” “expense reimbursements,” or reinsurance 

premiums.  The amounts may also include other unmerited charges in the form of direct payments 
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and provide additional financial benefits in the form of below-cost mortgage servicing functions 

to Selene that are not attributable to the cost of insuring the individual property.   

Defendants’ Force-Placed Insurance Scheme 

35. Great American and Southwest have exclusive arrangements with Selene to 

monitor Selene’s mortgage portfolios, perform various mortgage servicing functions (obligations 

properly borne by Selene), and provide force-placed insurance coverage.  In addition to the 

subsidized mortgage services it receives, as set forth in detail below, Selene is “kicked back” a 

percentage of the force-placed charges.   

36. The scheme works as follows:  Selene purchases a master insurance policy from 

Great American that covers the entire Selene portfolio of mortgage loans.  In exchange, Great 

American is given the exclusive right to force insurance on property securing a loan within the 

portfolio when the borrower’s voluntary insurance lapses or the lender determines the borrower’s 

existing insurance is inadequate.   

37. Southwest and/or Great American monitor Selene’s entire loan portfolio for lapses 

in borrowers’ insurance coverage.  Once a lapse is identified, they send a cycle of letters, reviewed 

and approved by Selene, to the borrower in Selene’s name, stating that Selene will purchase 

insurance for the property, for which the borrowers will be financially responsible, and force-place 

it on the property.  In reality, however, the master policy is already in place and Selene does not 

seek out and purchase a new policy on the individual borrower’s behalf.  Rather, a certificate of 

insurance from the master policy is automatically issued by Southwest and Great American and 

Selene is charged for that certificate.      

38. The letters or notices sent to borrowers are generated and sent at predetermined 

intervals by an automated system used by Great American and Southwest.  The letters indicate an 
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address for borrowers to submit proof of insurance or correspondence to Selene; however, the 

address is actually for a Great American or Southwest location because they are performing these 

services for Selene.  Each borrower is subject to Defendants’ automated system and receives 

materially the same letters described above. 

39. Once a certificate is issued pursuant to the pre-existing master policy, coverage is 

forced on the property, and Selene charges the borrower an amount they attribute to the “cost” of 

the force-placed insurance, which is either deducted from the borrower’s mortgage escrow account 

or added to the balance of the borrower’s loan.2  The borrower’s escrow account is depleted 

irrespective of whether other escrow charges, such as property taxes, are also due and owing.   

40. No individualized underwriting ever takes place for the force-placed coverage.  

Insurance is automatically placed on the property and Selene charges the borrowers the pre-rebate 

amounts that include the kickbacks. 

41. To fund the force-placed insurance scheme, Selene pays for the certificate of 

insurance, which issues from the already-existing master policy.  Selene, not the borrower, is 

obligated to pay Great American for the force-placed insurance pursuant to the agreements 

between Defendants (to which borrowers are not party), which govern the mortgage servicing 

functions that Great American and Southwest perform as well as the procurement of the master 

policy, and are executed and already in place before the borrower’s coverage lapses. 

42. Once coverage has issued and Selene has paid for the insurance, Great American 

kicks back a set percentage of the premium to Selene as a “commission” or an “expense 

reimbursement.”  The money paid back to Selene or its affiliates is not given in exchange for any 

                                                
2  On some occasions, when a borrower does not have an escrow account, the lender creates an 

escrow account with a negative balance and charges the borrower to bring the balance to zero. 
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services provided by them; it is simply grease paid to keep the force-placed machine moving.  In 

an attempt to mask the kickbacks as legitimate, Great American or Southwest may disclose in the 

form letters to the borrower that Selene may earn “commissions” as a result of the forced placement 

of new coverage, or that Selene incurred “costs” as a result of the force-placement of insurance, or 

that a “fee” is due to an agency.   

43. These payments are not compensation for work performed; they are an effective 

rebate on the premium amount owed by Selene, reducing the cost of coverage that Selene pays to 

Great American.  The “commissions” or “expense reimbursements” are not legitimate 

reimbursements for actual costs, nor are they payments that have been earned for any work done 

by Selene or an affiliate related to the placement of the insurance; they are unlawful kickbacks to 

Selene for the exclusive arrangement to force-place insurance 

44. In reality, no work is ever done by Selene to procure insurance for a particular 

borrower because the coverage comes through the master policy already in place and the 

procedures, including the issuance of the certificate of insurance, are automated.  Selene does not 

seek out insurance policies on borrower’s behalf and has no involvement in the placing of the 

insurance.  As a result, the amount paid is not a true “commission,” no income is “earned,” and 

Selene does not incur any “expenses” in relation to the force-placement of insurance for any 

particular borrower.  

45. In addition to these direct payment kickbacks, Selene also enters into exclusive 

agreements whereby Great American and Southwest, provide mortgage servicing functions on 

Selene’s entire loan portfolio at below cost.  These functions, which include, but are not limited 

to, activities such as “new loan boarding,” “escrow administration,” “customer service,” and “loss 

draft services,” are often not related to the provision of force-placed insurance and are performed 
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at below cost as a way to keep the exclusive arrangement in place.  Indeed, Great American does 

not perform these services for a lender or servicer without also being the exclusive provider of 

force-placed insurance.  Southwest does not perform these services for a lender or servicer without 

also being the exclusive vendor for the procurement of force-placed insurance. 

46. Upon information and belief, Southwest and Great American are able to perform 

many of the mortgage servicing functions for Selene at below-cost because of the funds received 

from the force-placed insurance charges which subsidize any expenses incurred for performing the 

services.  

47. The borrower ultimately subsidizes the below-cost mortgage servicing through the 

charges for forced coverage imposed by Selene.  However, because insurance-lapsed mortgaged 

property generally comprises only 1-2% of the lenders’ total mortgage portfolio, the borrowers, 

like Plaintiffs here, who are charged for the force-placed insurance unfairly bear the cost to service 

and monitor the entire Selene loan portfolio.  These charges, passed on to Plaintiffs and the 

proposed classes, are not properly chargeable to the borrower because they are expenses associated 

with the servicing of all the loans, often have nothing to do with the provision of force-placed 

insurance, and Selene is already compensated for these activities by the owners of the loans (e.g. 

Fannie Mae). 

48. Thus, the small percentage of borrowers who are charged for force-placed 

insurance subsidize the costs of servicing Selene’s entire loan portfolio, effectively resulting in a 

kickback to Selene to keep its exclusive arrangement in place with Southwest and Great American. 

49. In addition, upon information and belief, Great American enters into essentially 

riskless “captive reinsurance arrangements” with Selene or its affiliates, to “reinsure” the property 

insurance force-placed on borrowers.   An American Banker article illustrated this reinsurance 
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problem using JPMorgan Chase’s program with Assurant, Inc. by way of example: 

JPMorgan and other mortgage servicers reinsure the property insurance 

they buy on behalf of mortgage borrowers who have stopped paying for 

their own coverage. In JPMorgan’s case, 75% of the total force-placed 

premiums cycle back to the bank through a reinsurance affiliate. This has 

raised further questions about the force-placed market’s arrangements. 

 

Over the last five years, Chase has received $660 million in reinsurance 

payments and commissions on force-placed policies, according to New 

York’s DFS[.] 

 

Of every hundred dollars in premiums that JPMorgan Chase borrowers 

pay  to  Assurant,  the  bank  ends  up  keeping  $58  in  profit,  DFS  staff 

asserted. The agency suggested the bank’s stake in force-placed 

insurance may encourage it to accept unjustifiably high prices by 

Assurant and to avoid filing claims on behalf of borrowers, since that 

would lower its reinsurer’s returns. 

 
The DFS staff also questioned the lack of competition in the industry, 

noting that Assurant and QBE have undertaken acquisitions that give 

them long-term control of 90% of the market.  Further limiting 

competition are the companies’ tendency to file identical rates in many 

states, Lawsky and his staff argue. 

 

J. Horwitz, Chase Reinsurance Deals Draw New York Regulator’s Attacks, AM. BANKER, May18, 

2012, available at http://www.americanbanker.com/issues/177_97/chase-reinsurance-deals- 

regulator-attack-1049460-1.html. 

50. Selene’s reinsurance program, like those of other servicers, is simply a way to 

funnel profits from the force-placed scheme, in the form of ceded premiums, to Selene at 

borrowers’ expense.  While reinsurance can, and often does, serve a legitimate purpose, here it 

does not.  Selene and/or its affiliates enter into reinsurance agreements with Great American that 

provide that the insurer will return to Selene significant percentages of the premiums charged to 

borrowers by way of ceded reinsurance premiums to Selene affiliates – which in turn provide these 

premiums to Selene often in the form of “soft-dollar” or other credits.  The ceded premiums are 
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nothing more than a kickback and a method for Selene to profit from the forced placement of new 

coverage.  Indeed, while Selene’s affiliates purportedly provided reinsurance, they did not assume 

any real risk. 

51. Borrowers are also charged interest on the amounts owed for force-placed 

coverage, which is calculated based on the pre-rebate amount, i.e. based on an amount greater than 

Selene’s actual cost of coverage.  When Selene adds the cost of the high-price force-placed 

insurance to a homeowner’s mortgage balance, it thereby increases the interest paid over the life 

of the loan by the homeowner to the lender. 

52. The actions and practices described above are unconscionable and undertaken in 

bad faith with the sole objective to maximize Defendants’ profits at the expense of Plaintiffs and 

the other Class members.  Borrowers who for whatever reason have stopped paying for insurance 

or are under-insured on mortgaged property, are charged illegitimate noncompetitive amounts for 

force-placed insurance that include rebates to Selene not passed on to borrowers.  These charges 

cover undisclosed kickbacks to Selene or its affiliates (who, as described above, perform little, if 

any, work related to the forced placement of the individual policies), as well as the cost of captive 

reinsurance arrangements, and the provision of below-cost mortgage servicing functions. 

53. Borrowers have no say in the selection of the force-placed insurance carrier or the 

terms of the force-placed insurance policies and have no ability to seek out and purchase their own 

force-placed insurance policy.  Force-placed policies are commercial insurance policies intended 

to be sold to lenders and servicers and their terms are determined by the lender/servicer, here, 

Selene and the FPI providers, here, Great American.   Borrowers have no ability to seek out and 

purchase a force-placed policy on their own nor do they have any recourse to challenge the 

illegitimate charges with any State insurance regulator. It is Selene and not the borrower that is the 
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Named Insured on the force-placed policies.  

54. Plaintiffs do not challenge Selene’s right to force place insurance in the first 

instance.  They challenge the discretion afforded mortgage lenders and servicers in purchasing 

force-placed insurance, as well as Defendants’ manipulation of the force-placed insurance market 

whereby Great American and Southwest provide kickbacks to Selene to keep the exclusive 

arrangement in place.  These kickbacks provide an effective rebate to Selene on the purchase of 

the force-placed insurance that Selene does not pass on to the borrower.  Servicers, like Selene, 

are financially motivated to select the insurer, like Great American, that offers it the best financial 

benefit in the terms of “commissions,” “expense reimbursements,” direct payments, discounted 

mortgage servicing, or debt forgiveness.   

55. This action is brought to put an end to Defendants’ exclusive, collusive, and 

uncompetitive arrangements, and to recover for Plaintiffs the excess amounts charged to them 

beyond the true cost of insurance coverage paid by Selene.  Plaintiffs seek to recover the improper 

charges passed on to them and other Selene borrowers nationwide through their claims for breach 

of contract, breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, unjust enrichment, and 

violations of the Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act (“FDUTPA”), the New Jersey 

Consumer Fraud Act “NJCFA”), the federal Truth in Lending Act (“TILA”), and the federal 

Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (“RICO”). 

Government and Regulatory Scrutiny of the Force-Placed Industry 

56. It is no surprise that these practices have come under increased scrutiny in recent 

years by the government and regulators:   

 At hearings before the New York Department of Financial Services 

(“NYDFS”) on May 17, 2012 related to the force-placed insurance market, 

the Superintendent of Financial Services, Benjamin Lawsky, stated that the 
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Department’s initial inquiry uncovered “serious concerns and red flags” 

which included: 1) exponentially higher premiums, 2) extraordinarily low 

loss ratios, 3) lack of competition in the market, and 4) tight relationships 

between the banks, their subsidiaries, and insurers.  He went on to state:  

 

In sum when you combine [the] close and intricate web of 

relationships between the banks and insurance companies on 

the one hand, with high premiums, low loss ratios, and lack 

of competition on the other hand, it raises serious questions 

. . . . 

 

 In 2013, as a result of its investigation, the NYDFS entered into Consent 

Order with certain FPI providers that acknowledged that the “commissions” 

are unearned, noting, in relevant part: 

 

Commissions paid to affiliates are a form of reverse 

competition; when insurers compete for servicers’ business 

by offering higher commissions to servicers’ affiliates, there 

is no incentive to reduce force-place insurance premium 

rates.  Commissions are paid to affiliates of servicers 

because they are a cost of staying in the market, not for any 

particular work the affiliates perform. 

 

 The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) has 

expressed concern with the “reverse competition” at play in the force-placed 

insurance market whereby the insurers compete by offering mortgage 

lenders and servicers a share in the profits, rather than by offering lower 

prices.  On its website, the NAIC states: 

 

A key regulatory concern with the growing use of lender-

placed insurance is “reverse competition,” where the lender 

chooses the coverage provider and amounts, yet the 

consumer is obliged to pay the cost of the coverage.  Reverse 

competition is a market condition that tends to drive up 

prices to the consumers, as the lender is not motivated to 

select the lower price for coverage since the cost is born by 

the borrower.  Normally competitive forces tend to drive 

down costs for consumers.  However, in this case, the lender 

is motivated to select coverage from an insurer looking out 

for the lender’s interest rather than the borrower.  

  

See http://www.naic.org/cipr_topics/topic_lender_placed_insurance.htm 

 

 The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s new regulations on force-
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placed insurance became final on January 17, 2013 and prohibit servicers 

of federally regulated mortgage loans from force-placing insurance unless 

the servicer has a reasonable basis to the believe the borrower’s insurance 

has lapsed and require the servicer to provide three notices of the force-

placement in advance of issuing the certificate of insurance.3  

 

 On December 18, 2013, Fannie Mae issued its Servicing Guide 

Announcement related to force-placed insurance that, among other things, 

prohibits servicers from including any commissions, bonuses, or other 

incentive compensation in the amounts charged to borrowers for force-

placed insurance and further requires that the force-placed insurance carrier 

cannot be an affiliated entity of the servicer.4 

 

 On May 6, 2016, American Modern entered into a Consent Order with the State of 

Minnesota Commissioner of Commerce, which included numerous pertinent findings 

of fact, including that American Modern:  

 

o Paid commissions to servicer-affiliated agencies in connection with its 

force placed products; 

o Paid commissions to insurance producers that are affiliates of Servicers;  

o Paid commissions to insurance producers that are not affiliates of 

Servicers;  

o Made other payments or discounts to servicers and their affiliates in 

connection with its force-placed products; 

o Entered into agreements with servicers and their affiliates that provided 

for the payment of compensation.   

 

 

57. Selene, Southwest, and Great American operate their force-placed scheme in the 

same manner as found in the cases above.  Defendants’ self-dealing and collusion in the force-

placed insurance market has caused substantial harm to the named Plaintiffs and the proposed 

classes they seek to represent.   This class action seeks to redress that harm on behalf of these 

classes of consumers and to recover all improper costs they have incurred related to the forced 

                                                
3 See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Proposes Rules to Protect Mortgage Borrowers” 

available at http://www.consumerfinance.gov/pressreleases/consumer-financial-protection-

bureau-proposes-rules-to-protect-mortgage-borrowers/ 
 
4 See https://www.fanniemae.com/content/announcement/svc1327.pdf 
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placement of insurance by the Defendants. 

Plaintiff Lillian Marshall 

58. Ms. Marshall took a mortgage loan from ACT Lending Corporation in January, 

2006, secured by a mortgage on real property at 309 Hamilton Street, Rahway, New Jersey 07065.  

At all times relevant to the allegations herein, Ms. Marshall’s mortgage loan was owned and/or 

serviced by Selene. 

59. Ms. Marshall’s mortgage provides as follows: 

5.  Property Insurance.  Borrower shall keep the improvements now existing 

or hereafter erected on the Property insured against loss by fire, hazards 

included within the term “extended coverage,” and any other hazards including, 

but not limited to, earthquakes and floods, for which Lender requires insurance.  

This insurance shall be maintained in the amounts (including deductible levels) 

and for the periods that Lender requires. 

 

*  *  *  * 

 

If Borrower fails to maintain any of the coverages described above, Lender may 

obtain insurance coverage, at Lender’s option and Borrower’s expense.  Lender 

is under no obligation to purchase any particular type or amount of coverage. 

Therefore, such coverage shall cover Lender, but might or might not protect 

Borrower, Borrower’s equity in the Property, or the contents of the Property, 

against any risk, hazard or liability and might provide greater or lesser coverage 

that was previously in effect.  Borrower acknowledges that the cost of the 

insurance coverage so obtained might significantly exceed the cost of insurance 

that Borrower could have obtained.  Any amounts disbursed by Lender under 

this Section 5 shall become additional debt of Borrower secured by this Security 

Instrument.  These amounts shall bear interest at the Note rate from the date of 

disbursement and shall be payable, with such interest, upon notice from Lender 

to Borrower requesting payment. 

 

*  *  *  * 

9.  Protection of Lender’s Interest in the Property and Rights Under this 

Security Instrument.  If (a) Borrower fails to perform the covenants and 

agreements contained in this Security Instrument . . .  then Lender may do and 

pay for whatever is reasonable or appropriate to protect Lender’s interest in the 

Property and rights under this Security Instrument[.] 

 

*  *  *  * 
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Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this Section 9 shall become additional 

debt of Borrower secured by this Security Instrument.  These amounts shall bear 

interest at the Note rate from the date of disbursement and shall be payable, 

with such interest, upon notice from Lender to Borrower requesting payment. 

 

Ms. Marshall’s mortgage agreement is attached as Exhibit A.  

 

60. Pursuant to the automated procedures in place, letters purporting to come from 

Selene were sent to Ms. Marshall informing her that Selene would purchase lender placed hazard 

coverage on her property with an effective date of July 21, 2015.  The letters stated that insurance 

“[m]ay cost $1,004.64 annually….”     

61.   The letters did not disclose any aspect of the secret and illegal compensation 

arrangement entered into by Great American, Southwest, and Selene, or inform Ms. Marshall that 

she would be charged illegitimate amounts beyond what Selene actually paid for the cost of 

coverage.  Nor did the letters disclose to Ms. Marshall that the amounts being charged to her would 

be inflated to subsidize the cost of Southwest or Great American performing mortgage servicing 

functions for Selene that have little or nothing to do with the provision of the force-placed 

insurance.  

62. The communications to Ms. Marshall were false and misleading.  Selene 

represented in the letters that it was charging her the amounts paid for the “cost” of the insurance.  

However, the charges imposed on Ms. Marshall did not reflect Selene’s true cost of coverage 

because Selene was receiving an effective rebate on the force-placed insurance through the 

kickback scheme described above.  Selene, therefore, paid less for coverage than it represented to 

and charged Ms. Marshall and the Class members.     

63. The communications to Ms. Marshall were also misleading in that they represented 

that Selene “purchased” the individual insurance for Ms. Marshall’s property when an exclusive 
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arrangement and master policy was already in place with Great American, and Selene did not in 

fact, perform any additional work to procure coverage for Ms. Marshall’s property. 

64. It was never disclosed to Ms. Marshall or the putative Class members that because 

of Selene’s kickback scheme, Selene would be receiving a rebate and effectively be paying less 

for the force-placed insurance coverage than it would charge Ms. Marshall and the putative class.  

Nor was it disclosed to Ms. Marshall or the Class members that the amounts charged to them 

covered other illegitimate kickbacks and below cost mortgage servicing functions not properly 

charged to them.   

65. Letters containing the misrepresentations and omissions described above were sent 

to Ms. Marshall on October 10, 2015, January 9, 2016, and May 19, 2016.  

66. Ms. Marshall either paid or still owes the charges for the force-placed insurance.  

67. There were no material differences between Selene’s actions and practices directed 

to Ms. Marshall and its actions and practices directed to the Class. 

Plaintiff Robin McNeil 

68. Plaintiff McNeil took a mortgage loan from Premium Capital Funding, LLC in 

2009 on a property in Osceola County, Florida.  At all relevant times, the mortgage loan was 

serviced by Selene. 

69. Ms. McNeil mortgage provides as follows: 

4. Fire, Flood and Other Hazard Insurance. Borrower shall insure all 

improvements on the Property, whether now in existence or subsequently 

erected, against any hazards, casualties, and contingencies, including fire, for 

which the Lender requires insurance. This insurance shall be maintained in the 

amounts and for the periods that Lender requires. Borrower shall also insure al 

improvements on the Property, whether now in existence or subsequently 

erected, against loss by floods to the extent required by the Secretary. All 

insurance shall be carried with companies approved by the Lender. The 

insurance policies and any renewals shall be held by Lender and shall include 
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loss payable clauses in favor of, and in a form acceptable to, Lender. 

 

In the event of loss, Borrower shall give Lender immediate notice by mail. 

Lender may make proof of loss if not made promptly by Borrower. Each 

insurance company concerned is hereby authorized and directed to make 

payment for such loss directly to Lender, instead of to Borrower and to Lender 

jointly. All or any part of the insurance proceeds may be applied by Lender, at 

its option, either (a) to the reduction of the indebtedness under the Note and this 

Security Instrument, first to any delinquent amounts applied in the order in 

paragraph 3, and then to prepayment of principal, or (b) to the restoration or 

repair of the damaged Property. Any application of the proceeds to the principal 

shall not extend or postpone the due date of the monthly payments which are 

referred to in paragraph 2, or change the amount of such payments. Any excess 

insurance proceeds over an amount required to pay all outstanding indebtedness 

under the Note and this Security Instrument shall be paid to the entity legally 

entitled thereto. 

 

In the event of foreclosure of this Security Instrument or other transfer of title 

to the Property that extinguishes the indebtedness, all right, title and interest of 

Borrower in and to insurance policies in force shall pass to the purchaser. 

… 

 

7. Charges to Borrower and Protection of Lender’s Rights in the Property. 

Borrower shall pay all governmental or municipal charges, fines and 

impositions that are not included in paragraph 2. Borrower shall pay these 

obligations on time directly to the entity which is owed the payment. If failure 

to pay would adversely affect Lender’s interest in the Property, upon Lender’s 

request Borrower shall promptly furnish to Lender receipts evidencing these 

payments. 

 

If Borrower fails to make these payments or the payments required by 

paragraph 2, or fails to perform any other covenants and agreements contained 

in this Security Instrument, or there is a legal proceeding that may significantly 

affect Lender’s rights in the Property (such as a proceeding in bankruptcy, for 

condemnation or to enforce laws or regulations), then Lender may do and pay 

whatever is necessary to protect the value of the Property and Lender’s rights 

in the Property, including payment of taxes, hazard insurance and other items 

mentioned in paragraph 2. 

 

Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this paragraph shall become an 

additional debt of Borrower and be secured by this Security Instrument. These 

amounts shall bear interest from the date of disbursement at the Note rate, and 

at the option of Lender shall be immediately due and payable. 

 

Borrower shall promptly discharge any lien which has priority over this 
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Security Instrument unless Borrower: (a) agrees in writing to payment of the 

obligation secured by the lien in a manner acceptable to Lender; (b) contests in 

good faith the lien by, or defends against enforcement of the lien in, legal 

proceedings which in the Lender’s opinion operate to prevent the enforcement 

of the lien; or (c) secures from the holder of the lien an agreement satisfactory 

to Lender subordinating the lien to this Security Instrument. If Lender 

determines that any party of the Property is subject to a lien which may attain 

priority over this Security Instrument, Lender may give Borrower a notice 

identifying the lien. Borrower shall satisfy the lien or take one or more of the 

actions set forth above within 10 days of the giving of notice 

 

Ms. McNeil’s mortgage agreement is attached as Exhibit B.  

 

70. Pursuant to the automated procedures in place, letters purporting to come from 

Selene were sent to Ms. McNeil informing her that Selene would purchase lender placed hazard 

coverage on her property with an effective date of August 1, 2015.  One such letter was sent to 

Ms. McNeil on January 22, 2016 and stated that insurance “costs $1,759.08 annually.”     

71.   The letters did not disclose any aspect of the secret and illegal compensation 

arrangement entered into by Great American, Southwest, and Selene, or inform Ms. McNeil that 

she would be charged illegitimate amounts beyond what Selene actually paid for the cost of 

coverage.  Nor did the letters disclose to Ms. McNeil that the amounts being charged to her would 

be inflated to subsidize the cost of Southwest or Great American performing mortgage servicing 

functions for Selene that have little or nothing to do with the provision of the force-placed 

insurance.  

72. The communications to Ms. McNeil were false and misleading.  Selene represented 

in the letters that it was charging her the amounts paid for the “cost” of the insurance.  However, 

the charges imposed on Ms. McNeil did not reflect Selene’s true cost of coverage because Selene 

was receiving an effective rebate on the force-placed insurance through the kickback scheme 

described above.  Selene, therefore, paid less for coverage than it represented to and charged Ms. 
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McNeil and the Class members.     

73. The communications to Ms. McNeil were also misleading in that they represented 

that Selene “purchased” the individual insurance for Ms. McNeil’s property when an exclusive 

arrangement and master policy was already in place with Great American, and Selene did not in 

fact, perform any additional work to procure coverage for Ms. McNeil’s property. 

74. It was never disclosed to Ms. McNeil or the putative Class members that because 

of Selene’s kickback scheme, Selene would be receiving a rebate and effectively be paying less 

for the force-placed insurance coverage than it would charge Ms. McNeil and the putative class.  

Nor was it disclosed to Ms. McNeil or the Class members that the amounts charged to them 

covered other illegitimate kickbacks and below cost mortgage servicing functions not properly 

charged to them.   

75. One such letter containing the misrepresentations and omissions described above 

was sent to Ms. McNeil on January 22, 2016.  

76. Ms. McNeil either paid or still owes the charges for the force-placed insurance.  

77. There were no material differences between Selene’s actions and practices directed 

to Ms. McNeil and its actions and practices directed to the Class. 

CLASS ALLEGATIONS 

 A.  Class Definitions 

78. Plaintiffs bring this action against Selene pursuant to Rule 23 of the Federal Rules 

of Civil Procedure on behalf of themselves and all other persons similarly situated.  Plaintiffs seek 

to represent the following three classes: 
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(1) Nationwide class: 

 

All borrowers who, within the applicable statutes of limitation, were 

charged for a force-placed hazard or flood insurance policy through 

Selene or its affiliates, entities, or subsidiaries.  Excluded from this class 

are Defendants, their affiliates, subsidiaries, agents, board members, 

directors, officers, and/or employees. 

 

(2) New Jersey Subclass with Ms. Marshall as the Class 

Representative:  

 

All New Jersey borrowers who, within the applicable statutes of 

limitation, were charged for a force-placed hazard insurance policy 

through Selene or its affiliates, entities, or subsidiaries.  Excluded from 

this class are Defendants, their affiliates, subsidiaries, agents, board 

members, directors, officers, and/or employees. 

 

(3) Florida Subclass with Ms. McNeil as the Class Representative:  

All Florida borrowers who, within the applicable statutes of limitation, 

were charged for a force-placed hazard or flood insurance policy through 

Selene or its affiliates, entities, or subsidiaries.  Excluded from this class 

are Defendants, their affiliates, subsidiaries, agents, board members, 

directors, officers, and/or employees 

 

79. Plaintiffs reserve the right to modify or amend the definition of the proposed 

Classes before the Court determines whether certification is appropriate. 

80. Defendants subjected Plaintiffs and the respective Class members to the same 

unfair, unlawful, and deceptive practices and harmed them in the same manner. 

 B.  Numerosity 

81. The proposed classes are so numerous that joinder of all members would be 

impracticable.  Defendants sells and services hundreds of thousands of mortgage loans and 

insurance policies in the States of New Jersey, Florida, and nationwide.  The individual Class 

members are ascertainable, as the names and addresses of all Class members can be identified in 

the business records maintained by Defendants.   The precise number of Class members number 
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at least in the thousands and can only be obtained through discovery, but the numbers are clearly 

more than can be consolidated in one complaint such that it would be impractical for each member 

to bring suit individually.  Plaintiffs do not anticipate any difficulties in the management of the 

action as a class action. 

C.  Commonality 

82. There are questions of law and fact that are common to Plaintiffs’ and Class 

members’ claims.  These common questions predominate over any questions that go particularly 

to any individual member of the Classes.  Among such common questions of law and fact are the 

following: 

a.   Whether Selene breached its mortgage contracts with Plaintiffs and the 

Class by selecting force-placed insurance policies that would allow for the 

payment of illegal kickbacks (in the form of unwarranted commissions, expense 

reimbursements, below-cost mortgage servicing, or reinsurance payments) and 

by charging Plaintiffs and the Class members more than the actual cost of 

coverage; 

 

b.  Whether Selene breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair 

dealing by entering into exclusive arrangements with selected insurers and/or 

their affiliates, which resulted in inflated amounts being charged to Plaintiffs 

and the Class members; 

 
c.  Whether Selene manipulated the force-placed insurance procurement 

process in order to maximize its profits to the detriment of Plaintiffs and the 

Class members; 

 

d.  Whether Selene or its affiliates performed any work or services in exchange 

for the “commissions” or other forms of kickbacks it collected; 

 

e.  Whether the “expense reimbursements” received by Selene are for true 

expenses or are just kickbacks pursuant to their exclusive relationship with 

Southwest and Great American;  

 

f. Whether Selene’s charges are inflated to compensate for mortgage servicing 

activities that Southwest and Great American and their affiliates provide to 

Selene, and which are not chargeable to Plaintiffs and the Class members under 
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the terms of their mortgages;  

 

g. Whether the charges are inflated to include the cost of an unlawful captive 

reinsurance arrangement;    

 
h.   Whether Selene employed an unconscionable commercial practice, 

misrepresentation, fraud, false pretense, false promise, misrepresentation, or the 

knowing, concealment, suppression, or omission of any material fact with 

content that others rely upon such concealment, suppression or omission by 

their arrangement,   which   incentivizes   Selene   to   charge   inflated   and 

unnecessary fees for force-placed insurance, and therefore violates the New 

Jersey Consumer Fraud Act; 

 

i. Whether an objective consumer would be deceived by Selene’s force-placed 

insurance arrangement, whereby Selene pays a reduced amount for force-placed 

insurance but charges its borrowers an inflated amount to cover the kickbacks 

it receives while representing that it is only charging the cost of insurance 

coverage, and therefore violates FDUTPA; 

 

j.  Whether there was actually a transfer of risk under Defendants’ purported 

reinsurance arrangement;  

 

k.  Whether Defendants have been unjustly enriched at the expense of Plaintiffs 

and the Class;  

 

l. Whether Selene violated TILA by failing to disclose kickbacks charged to 

Plaintiffs and the Class members in their mortgages;  

 

m. Whether Great American and Southwest intentionally and unjustifiably 

interfered with Plaintiffs’ and the Class members’ rights under the mortgage 

contracts by paying kickbacks and providing free or below-cost mortgage 

servicing functions to Selene or its affiliates thereby inducing a breach of the 

contract;  

 

n. Whether Defendants were associated with the enterprise and agreed and 

conspired to violate the federal RICO statutes; and 

 
o. Whether  Plaintiffs and  the  Class  members  are  entitled  to  damages  and/or 

injunctive relief as a result of Defendants’ conduct. 

 

 D.  Typicality 

83. Plaintiffs are members of the Classes they seek to represent.  Plaintiffs’ claims are 
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typical of the respective classes’ claims because of the similarity, uniformity, and common purpose 

of Defendants’ unlawful conduct.   Each Class member has sustained, and will continue to sustain, 

damages in the same manner as Plaintiffs as a result of Defendants’ wrongful conduct.  

E.  Adequacy of Representation 

84. Plaintiffs are adequate representatives of the Classes they seek to represent and will 

fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Classes.  Plaintiffs are committed to the vigorous 

prosecution of this action and have retained competent counsel, experienced in litigation of this 

nature, to represent them.  There is no hostility between Plaintiffs and the unnamed Class members.  

Plaintiffs anticipate no difficulty in the management of this litigation as a Class action. 

85. To prosecute this case, Plaintiffs have chosen the undersigned law firms, which are 

very experienced in class action litigation and have the financial and legal resources to meet the 

substantial costs and legal issues associated with this type of litigation. 

F.  Requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3) 

86. The questions of law or fact common to Plaintiffs’ and each Class member’s claims 

predominate over any questions of law or fact affecting only individual members of the class.   All 

claims by Plaintiffs and the unnamed Class members are based on the force-placed insurance 

policies that Selene unlawfully imposed and its deceptive and egregious actions involved in 

imposing the charges for the force-placed policies. 

87. Common issues predominate when, as here, liability can be determined on a class-

wide basis, even when there will be some individualized damages determinations. 

88. As a result, when determining whether common questions predominate, courts 

focus on the liability issue, and if the liability issue is common to the class as is the case at bar, 

common questions will be held to predominate over individual questions. 
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G.  Superiority 

89. A class action is superior to individual actions in part because of the non- 

exhaustive factors listed below:  

(a) Joinder of all Class members would create extreme hardship and inconvenience for the 

affected customers as they reside all across the country; 

 
(b) Individual claims by Class members are impractical because the costs to pursue 

individual claims exceed the value of what any one Class member has at stake.   As a result, 

individual Class members have no interest in prosecuting and controlling separate actions; 

 
(c) There are no known individual Class members who are interested in individually 

controlling the prosecution of separate actions; 

 
(d) The interests of justice will be well served by resolving the common disputes of 

potential Class members in one forum; 

 
(e) Individual suits would not be cost effective or economically maintainable as individual 

actions; and 

 
(f) The action is manageable as a class action. 

 

H.  Requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(1) & (2) 

90. Prosecuting separate actions by or against individual Class members would create 

a risk of inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to individual Class members that would 

establish incompatible standards of conduct for the party opposing the Class. 

91. Selene has acted or failed to act in a manner generally applicable to the Classes, 

thereby making appropriate final injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory relief with respect 

to the Classes as a whole. 

COUNT I 

BREACH OF CONTRACT 

 

92. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate paragraphs 1-77 above as if fully set forth herein 
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and further alleges as follows. 

93. Plaintiffs and all similarly situated Class members have mortgages that were owned 

and/or serviced by Selene. 

94. Plaintiffs’ and these Class members’ mortgages are written on uniform mortgage 

forms and contain substantially similar provisions regarding force-placed insurance requirements 

and its placement by Selene.  The force-placed provisions from Plaintiffs’ mortgages are set forth 

above and true and correct copies of the mortgage agreements are attached to this complaint as 

Exhibit A and Exhibit B. 

95. Plaintiffs’ mortgages require that they maintain insurance on their property and 

provide that if they should fail to do so, the lender or servicer might obtain insurance coverage to 

protect its interest in the property, “force place” the coverage, and charge the borrower the “cost 

of the insurance coverage.”  Plaintiffs’ mortgages further provide that the lender may do and pay 

for whatever is reasonable or appropriate to protect its interest in the property and rights under the 

mortgage agreement, including protecting and/or assessing the value of the property and securing 

and/or repairing the property. 

96. Selene charges borrowers more for force-placed insurance than it actually pays for 

coverage because the charges include unearned “commissions” or “expense reimbursements” and 

other kickbacks, as well as subsidies for below-cost mortgage servicing functions that have little 

or nothing to do with the placement of force-placed insurance.  These costs are not costs of 

coverage, and are not applied to protecting Selene’s rights or risk in the collateral for borrowers’ 

mortgage loans.  They are simply bribes to keep the exclusive relationship in place. 

97. Through the kickbacks it receives, Selene pays less for force-placed coverage than 

it charges to Plaintiffs and other Class members. 
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98.  Selene breached the mortgage agreements by, among other things, charging 

Plaintiffs and absent class members the amounts beyond the actual cost of coverage and more than 

what it actually paid for the FPI, and more than what was reasonable or appropriate to protect its 

interest in the property. 

99. Plaintiffs and the Class members have suffered damages as a result of Selene’s 

breach of contract. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and all similarly situated Class 

members, seek compensatory damages resulting from Selene’s breach of contract, as well as 

injunctive relief preventing it from further violating the terms of the mortgages.  Plaintiffs further 

seek all relief deemed appropriate by this Court, including attorneys’ fees and costs. 

COUNT II 

BREACH OF IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 

 

100. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate paragraphs 1-77 above as if fully set forth herein 

and further allege as follows. 

101. A covenant of good faith and fair dealing is implied in every contract and imposes 

upon each party a duty of good faith and fair dealing in its performance.  Common law calls for 

substantial compliance with the spirit, not just the letter, of a contract in its performance. 

102. Where an agreement affords one party the power to make a discretionary decision 

without defined standards, the duty to act in good faith limits that party’s ability to act capriciously 

to contravene the reasonable contractual expectations of the other party. 

103. Plaintiffs’ and the Class members’ mortgage contracts allow Selene to force-place 

insurance coverage on borrowers in the event of a lapse in coverage, but do not define standards 

for selecting an insurer or procuring an insurance policy. 
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104. Selene was afforded substantial discretion in force-placing insurance coverage.   It 

was permitted to unilaterally choose the company from which it purchased force-placed insurance 

and negotiate the price of the coverage it procured without restriction.  Selene had an obligation to 

exercise its discretion in good faith, and not capriciously or in bad faith.   

105. The purpose of the mortgage clause allowing a servicer, like Selene, to force place 

insurance is to protect the servicer’s interest in the property that is collateral for the mortgage loan.  

Selene breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by making additional profits 

at Plaintiffs’ expense through force-placing insurance on the property and receiving kickbacks on 

that insurance that bore no relation to protecting its interest in the property.   

106. Selene further breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by, 

among other things: 

(a)  Manipulating the force-placed insurance market by selecting insurers that 

will allow for the payment of gratuitous kickbacks to Selene; 

 
(b)  Exercising its discretion to choose an insurance policy in bad faith and in 

contravention of the parties’ reasonable expectations, by purposefully selecting 

insurers and master policies that allow for the payment of kickbacks to Selene; 

 
(c)  Assessing charges unrelated to insurance coverage against Plaintiffs and the 

Classes which Selene attributes to the cost of the insurance coverage; 

 
(d)  Receiving an effective rebate on the force-placed insurance through the  

kickback scheme but not passing on that rebate to the borrower, thereby creating 

the incentive to seek the highest-priced premiums possible; 

 
(e) Charging Plaintiffs and the Classes for “commissions” or “expense 

reimbursements” when the insurance is prearranged and no commission is 

earned or due and no expenses are incurred in placing the certificate of insurance; 

 
(f)  Charging Plaintiffs and the Classes the cost of having Southwest and Great 

American perform its obligation of servicing its entire mortgage portfolio, which 

is not properly chargeable to Plaintiffs or the Classes; 
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(g)  Force-placing insurance coverage that is duplicative of existing coverage, or 

in excess of what is required by borrowers’ mortgage agreements; 

 

(h) Seeking out an force-placed insurance insurer that will provide it the best 

deal in terms kickbacks and below-cost mortgage servicing functions with the 

knowledge that these functions will be subsidized by the amounts paid for force-

placed insurance; 

 
(i)  Force-placing insurance coverage in excess of that required to cover the 

lender’s interest in the property; and 

 
(j)  Charging Plaintiffs and the Classes an inflated charge for the force-placed 

insurance due to the captive reinsurance arrangement. 

 

107. As a direct, proximate, and legal result of the aforementioned breaches of the 

covenant of good faith and fair dealing, Plaintiffs and the Class members have suffered damages. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and all similarly situated Class 

members, seek a judicial declaration that Selene’s conduct described above and the amounts 

charged to borrowers are in contravention of its duties of good faith and fair dealing.  Plaintiffs 

also seek compensatory damages resulting from Selene’s breaches of its duties.  Plaintiffs further 

seek all relief deemed appropriate by this Court, including attorneys’ fees and costs.  

COUNT III 

 

VIOLATION OF THE NEW JERSEY CONSUMER FRAUD ACT 

(Plaintiff Marshall on behalf of the New Jersey Subclass) 

108. Plaintiff Marshall re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1-77 above as if fully set 

forth herein and further alleges as follows. 

109. The New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act, N.J.S.A. 56:8-1, et seq., prohibits the “use 

or employment by any person of any unconscionable commercial practice, deception, fraud, false 

pretense, false promise and misrepresentation . . . in connection with the sale or advertisement of 

any merchandise or real estate, or with the subsequent performance of such person as aforesaid, 
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whether or not any person has in fact been misled, deceived or damaged thereby.” N.J.S.A 56:8-

2. 

110. Defendants have engaged in, and continue to engage in, unconscionable 

commercial practices, deceptive acts, and misrepresentations in the conduct of their trade and/or 

commerce in the State of New Jersey.  Selene has an exclusive relationship with Southwest and 

Great American, whereby it would pay for high-priced force-placed insurance, charge that amount 

to Plaintiffs and the New Jersey Subclass, and receive a rebate on the charge through 

“commissions,” “expense reimbursements,” or captive reinsurance arrangements based on a 

percentage of the insurance policy’s premium.   

111. Southwest has a relationship with Selene, whereby it acts as an agent for Great 

American and Selene in carrying out the scheme to incentivize Selene to select Great American 

force-placed insurance policies with unreasonable and inflated premiums, knowing that Selene 

imposes charges upon Plaintiff and the New Jersey Subclass in amounts equal to the inflated 

premium amounts.  

112. Great American had a relationship with Selene, whereby Great American 

incentivized Selene to select Great American’s force-placed insurance policies with unreasonable 

and inflated premiums with knowledge that the full premium amount would be charged by Selene 

to Plaintiffs and the New Jersey Subclass.  As compensation, Great American would kick back a 

set percentage of the force-placed charge to Selene or its affiliates as a commission or an expense 

reimbursement or enter into captive reinsurance agreements with Selene affiliates as a means to 

funnel financial benefits to them. 

113. Selene further received below-cost mortgage servicing functions from Southwest 
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and Great American as an incentive to maintain the exclusive relationship.  

114. Defendants made numerous misrepresentations and deceptive statements in 

carrying out their scheme to defraud Ms. Marshall and the New Jersey Subclass.  Great American 

and Southwest, with the approval of Selene, sent form letters to Plaintiff Marshall on Selene 

letterhead, stating that Selene would purchase force-placed coverage if voluntary insurance was 

not secured.  Selene represented in the letters that Plaintiff would be charged the “cost” of the 

insurance. In making this statement, Defendants misrepresented to Plaintiff Marshall and the New 

Jersey Subclass that the amounts charged represented the “cost” of the policies.  In fact, the 

amounts charged to borrowers were not the cost that Selene paid for the insurance because Selene 

received a rebate on the price through the kickbacks, reinsurance scheme, and other wrongful 

benefits Great American and Southwest provided to Selene or its affiliates.  Letters containing 

these misrepresentations, and false pretenses were sent to Plaintiff Marshall on October 10, 2015, 

January 9, 2016, May 19, 2016. 

115. Further, the policy that was “purchased” according to these letters, was actually 

already in place on the date of lapse according to the agreement between Great American, 

Southwest, and Selene. 

116. Selene and Great American engaged in unconscionable commercial practices when 

they paid and accepted kickbacks.  A New Jersey statute expressly bans their conduct in accepting 

paying and receiving the kickbacks identified in this lawsuit.  It states:  

no insurer . . . shall pay, allow, or give, or offer to pay, allow, or give, directly or 

indirectly, as an inducement to insurance, or after insurance has been effected, 

any rebate, discount, abatement, credit, or reduction of the premium named in a 

policy of insurance, or any special favor or advantage in the dividends or other 

benefits to accrue thereon, or any valuable consideration or inducement whatever, 

not specified in the policy of insurance, except to the extent that such rebate, 

discount, abatement, credit, reduction, favor, advantage, or consideration may be 
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provided for in rating–systems filed by or on behalf of such insurer and approved 

by the commissioner.  No insured named in a policy of insurance . . . shall 

knowingly receive or accept, directly or indirectly, any such rebate, discount, 

abatement, or reduction of premium, or any such special favor or advantage or 

valuable consideration or inducement.  

 

N.J.S.A. 17:29A-15 (italics supplied). 

 

117. The NJCFA further provides that “[a]ny person who suffers an ascertainable loss 

of moneys or property, real or personal, as a result of the use or employment by another person 

any method, act, or practice declared unlawful under the [NJCFA] may bring an action or assert a 

counterclaim therefore in any court of competent jurisdiction.  N.J.S.A. 56:9-19.  

118. Plaintiff Marshall and the New Jersey Subclass are “person(s)” as that term is 

defined in N.J.S.A.56:8-1(d). 

119. Plaintiff and the New Jersey Subclass have suffered an ascertainable loss of moneys 

or property as a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ unconscionable practices. Selene had 

an exclusive relationship with Great American and Southwest, whereby Great American would 

charge Selene for high-priced, inflated amounts for force-placed insurance, placed through 

Southwest, the full cost of which Great American and Southwest knew would be charged to 

Plaintiff and the New Jersey Subclass.  As compensation, Great American would kick back a set 

percentage of the inflated premiums to Selene as a commission or an expense reimbursement or 

enter into captive reinsurance agreements with Selene or its affiliate as a means to funnel financial 

benefits to Selene.  Upon information and belief funds were also passed to Southwest to subsidize 

the below-cost mortgage servicing functions it performs on behalf of Selene.   

120. Pursuant to the terms of the standard form mortgage agreements used by Selene, 

Selene would charge Ms. Marshall and New Jersey Subclass’s escrow accounts for the insurance 

coverage. However, Selene charged Plaintiff and the New Jersey Subclass more than it paid for 
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the insurance coverage because the insurance charge was improperly inflated by the kickbacks, 

reinsurance profits, and other wrongful benefits conveyed to Selene that provided it an effective 

rebate on the cost. 

121. Plaintiff Marshall and the New Jersey Subclass have a private right of action against 

Defendants and it entitles them to recover, in addition to their actual damages, a threefold award 

of the damages sustained by any person of interest, as well as an award reasonable attorney’s fees, 

filing fees and reasonable costs of suit. N.J.S.A 56:8-19.  

122. Plaintiff Marshall and the New Jersey Subclass have suffered and will continue to 

suffer irreparable harm if Defendants continue to engage in such deceptive, unfair, and 

unreasonable practices. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Marshall, on behalf of herself and the New Jersey Subclass, 

demands judgment against Defendants for compensatory damages, pre- and post-judgment 

interest, treble damages, attorneys’ fees, injunctive and declaratory relief, costs incurred in 

bringing this action, and any other relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

COUNT IV 

VIOLATION OF THE FLORIDA DECEPTIVE 

 AND UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES ACT  

(Plaintiff McNeil on behalf of the Florida Subclass against Selene) 

123. Plaintiff McNeil re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1-77 above as if fully set 

forth herein and further alleges as follows. 

124. FDUTPA, section 501.201, et seq., Florida Statutes, prohibits “unfair methods of 

competition, unconscionable acts or practices, and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the 

conduct of any trade or commerce.”  § 501.204, Fla. Stat. 

125. Plaintiff McNeil and the Florida Subclass are “consumers” as that term is defined 
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in section 501.203(7), Florida Statutes.  

126. Selene has engaged in, and continues to engage in, unconscionable acts or practices 

and has engaged in unfair or deceptive acts in the conduct of its trade and/or commerce in the State 

of Florida. 

127. The policies, acts, and practices alleged herein were intended to result and did result 

in the payment of illegitimate charges for force-placed insurance by Plaintiff McNeil and the 

Florida Subclass, which in turn were intended to generate unlawful or unfair compensation for 

Selene.   

128. Specifically, Selene had an exclusive relationship with Southwest and Great 

American, whereby it would pay unreasonable and inflated premiums for force-placed insurance 

policies, charge that amount to Plaintiff and the Florida Subclass, and then receive compensation 

through kickbacks, discounted mortgage services, or captive reinsurance arrangements that 

resulted in an effective rebate for Selene that was never passed on to Plaintiff and the Florida Class 

members.  

129. Selene’s conduct of charging inflated amounts for the force-placed coverage to 

Plaintiff McNeil and members of the Florida Subclass violates FDUTPA and was conceived, 

devised, planned, implemented, approved, and executed within the State of Florida, which has an 

interest in prohibiting violations of FDUTPA.  

130. Selene is not a bank or savings and loan association regulated by the Florida Office 

of Financial Regulation of the Financial Services Commission.  Further, it is not a bank or savings 

and loan association regulated by federal agencies.   

131. Plaintiff McNeil and the Florida Subclass have sustained actual damages in the 

form of as a direct and proximate result of Selene’s unfair and unconscionable practices.  Section 
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501.211(2), Florida Statutes, provides Plaintiff and the Florida Subclass a private right of action 

against these Defendants and entitles them to recover their actual damages, plus attorneys’ fees 

and costs. 

132. Plaintiff and the Florida Subclass have suffered and will continue to suffer 

irreparable harm if Selene continues to engage in such deceptive, unfair, and unreasonable 

practices. 

 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff McNeil, on behalf of herself and the Florida Subclass, demands 

judgment against Selene for compensatory damages, pre- and post-judgment interest, attorneys’ 

fees, injunctive and declaratory relief, costs incurred in bringing this action, and any other relief 

as this Court deems just and proper. 

COUNT V 

 

UNJUST ENRICHMENT5 

(against Selene) 

133. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate paragraphs 1-77 above as if fully set forth herein 

and further allege as follows. 

134. Selene receives a rebate on the cost of the force-placed insurance coverage but does 

not pass that rebate on to its borrowers.  The rebates are provided to Selene in the form of 

unwarranted kickbacks, including “expense reimbursements” or “commissions,” captive 

reinsurance arrangements, and free or below-cost mortgage servicing functions.  These benefits to 

Selene are paid through the amounts charged to Plaintiffs and the Class members for force-placed 

insurance.   

                                                
5 Plaintiffs pleads their unjust enrichment claim against Selene in the alternative to their contractual 

claims against it. 
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135. Selene entered into an agreement whereby the insurance vendors – Great American 

and Southwest – would provide below cost mortgage servicing activities and cover Selene’s entire 

portfolio of loans with a master policy and issue certificates of insurance when a borrower’s 

voluntary policy lapsed.  Selene would then charge Plaintiffs and the Class amounts for the force-

placed insurance that had been artificially inflated to include the kickbacks described above and 

then retain the amounts of those kickbacks for itself.  The force-placed policies imposed on 

borrowers therefore cost less than what Selene had actually paid for them.     

136. Commissions or kickbacks were paid directly to Selene or its affiliates in order to 

be able to exclusively provide force-placed insurance policies.  Great American, and Southwest 

were mere conduits for the delivery of the kickbacks and improper rebates to Selene or its affiliates.    

137. These payments directly benefitted Selene and were taken to the detriment of the 

borrower.  The kickbacks (in the form of expense reimbursements, commissions, or reinsurance 

arrangements, as well as subsidized mortgage servicing functions) were subsumed into the charges 

to borrowers for the force-placed insurance and ultimately paid by them.  Therefore, Selene had 

the incentive to seek out unreasonably inflated prices for the force-placed insurance and charge 

the inflated amounts to borrowers.  

138. Further, Selene was unjustly enriched through financial benefits in the form of 

increased interest income when the amounts for the force-placed insurance policies were added to 

the Class members’ mortgage loans.  

139.  As a result, Plaintiffs and the Class members have conferred a benefit on Selene. 

140.  Selene had knowledge of this benefit and voluntarily accepted and retained the 

benefit conferred on it.   

141. Had Plaintiffs known the true facts behind Selene’s force-placed insurance scheme, 
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that the charges from Selene to them included the kickbacks described above, and that Selene was 

receiving an effective rebate on the charges but not passing on that rebate to them, they would 

have expected remuneration from Selene.  

142.  Selene will be unjustly enriched if it is allowed to retain the aforementioned 

benefits, and each Class member is entitled to recover the amount by which Selene was unjustly 

enriched at his or her expense. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and all similarly situated Class 

members, demand an award against Selene in the amounts by which it has been unjustly enriched 

at Plaintiffs’ and the Class Members’ expense, and such other relief as this Court deems just and 

proper. 

COUNT VI 

 

VIOLATIONS OF THE TRUTH IN LENDING ACT, 15 U.S.C. § 1601, et seq. 

(against Selene) 

143. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate paragraphs 1-77 above as if fully set forth herein 

and further allege as follows. 

144. Plaintiffs’ and the Class Members’ mortgages were consumer credit plans secured 

by their principal dwellings, and were subject to the disclosure requirements of the Truth in 

Lending Act (“TILA”), 15 U.S.C.§ 1601, et seq., and all related regulations, commentary, and 

interpretive guidance promulgated by the Federal Reserve Board. 

145. Selene is a “creditor” as defined by TILA because it owned or serviced Plaintiffs’ 

mortgages and changed the terms of the mortgage so as to create a new mortgage obligation, of 

which Selene was the creditor. 

146. Pursuant to TILA, Selene was required to accurately and fully disclose the terms of 
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the legal obligations between the parties.  See 12 C.F.R. § 226.17(c). 

147. Selene violated TILA, specifically 12 C.F.R. § 226.17(c), when it: (i) added force-

placed insurance charges to Plaintiffs’ mortgage obligations and failed to provide new disclosures; 

and (ii) failed at all times to disclose the amount and nature of the kickback, reinsurance, discount 

loan servicing, and/or other profiteering involving Selene and/or its affiliates as a result of the 

purchase of force-placed insurance. 

148. When Selene changed the terms of Plaintiffs’ mortgage to allow previously 

unauthorized kickbacks and insurance amounts in excess of its interests in the property, it changed 

the finance charge and the total amount of indebtedness, extended new and additional credit 

through force-placed insurance charges, and thus created a new debt obligation.  Under TILA, 

Selene was then required to provide a new set of disclosures showing the amount of the insurance 

charges (i.e. finance charges) and all components thereof.   On information and belief, to the extent 

a borrower cannot pay the expense up front, Selene increases the principal amount under Plaintiffs’ 

and Class Member’s mortgages when they force-placed the insurance, which was a new debt 

obligation for which new disclosures were required.   

149. Selene adversely changed the terms of Plaintiffs’ loans after origination in order to 

allow a kickback on the force-placed insurance charges.  These kickbacks are not authorized in the 

mortgage in any clear and unambiguous way.  Selene never disclosed to borrowers the amount of 

the “commissions,” “expense reimbursements,” or other unearned profits paid to it or its affiliate. 

150. Selene also violated TILA by adversely changing the terms of Plaintiffs’ loans after 

origination by requiring and threatening to force-place more insurance than necessary to protect 

its interest in the property securing the mortgages. 

151. Acts constituting violations of TILA occurred within one year prior to the filing of 
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the original Complaint in this action, or are subject to equitable tolling because Selene’s kickbacks, 

reinsurance, and other unearned revenue-generating scheme was the subject of secret agreements 

among it and its affiliates and was concealed from borrowers. 

152. Plaintiffs and Class members have been injured and have suffered a monetary loss 

arising from Selene’s violations of TILA. 

153. As a result of Selene’s TILA violations, Plaintiffs and Class members are entitled 

to recover actual damages and a penalty of $500,000.00 or 1% of Selene’s net worth, as provided 

by 15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)(1)-(2). 

154. Plaintiffs and Class members are also entitled to recovery of attorneys’ fees and 

costs to be paid by Selene, as provided by 15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)(3).  

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and all Class members similarly 

situated, seek a judgment in their favor against Selene awarding actual damages and a penalty of 

$500,000.00 or 1% of Selene’s net worth, as provided by 15 U.S.C. §1640(a)(1)-(2), as well as of 

attorneys’ fees and costs to be paid by Selene, as provided by 15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)(3). 

COUNT VII 

 

VIOLATION OF RICO, 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c) 

 

155. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate paragraphs 1-77 above as if fully set forth herein 

and further allege as follows. 

156. At all relevant times, Defendants were employed by and associated with an illegal 

enterprise, and conducted and participated in that enterprise’s affairs, through a pattern of 

racketeering activity consisting of numerous and repeated uses of the interstate mails and wire 

communications to execute a scheme to defraud, all in violation of RICO, 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c).  

157. The RICO enterprise which engaged in and the activities of which affected 
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interstate and foreign commerce, was comprised of an association in fact of entities and individuals 

that included Selene, Great American, Southwest and their affiliates. 

158. The members of the RICO enterprise had a common purpose: to increase and 

maximize their revenues by forcing Plaintiffs and Class members to pay amounts for force-placed 

insurance over the actual cost of the insurance to Selene, through a scheme that inflated such 

amounts to cover kickbacks and expenses associated with servicing Selene’s entire loan portfolio, 

and concealing from Plaintiffs and Class members the true nature of those charges. Defendants 

shared the bounty of their enterprise by sharing the illegal profits generated by the joint scheme. 

159. The RICO enterprise functioned over a period of years as a continuing unit and 

maintained an ascertainable structure separate and distinct from the pattern of racketeering activity. 

160. Selene, Southwest, and Great American conducted and participated in the affairs of 

this RICO enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity that projects into the future, lasted 

more than one year, and that consisted of numerous and repeated violations of federal mail and 

wire fraud statutes, which prohibit the use of any interstate or foreign wire or mail facility for the 

purpose of executing a scheme to defraud, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341 and 1343. 

161. Selene, along with Southwest and Great American directed and controlled the 

enterprise as follows: 

a. Selene, Great American, and Southwest specifically developed and implemented 

guidelines and standards for the timing and content of the cycle of deceptive letters 

sent to borrowers about force-placed insurance, to which Selene agreed; 

 

b. Great American, Southwest, and Selene drafted the language of the fraudulent 

letters and correspondence to borrowers that was specifically designed to deceive 

borrowers into believing that they were coming from Selene.  The letters  

fraudulently misrepresented the true “cost” of the insurance forced on their 

properties, and these letters were approved by Selene prior to being mailed to class 

members; 
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c. Great American and Southwest ran the day-to-day operations of the force-placed 

scheme by, inter alia, tracking Selene’s portfolio, mailing a cycle of form letters to 

borrowers notifying them that insurance coverage would be forced, and 

misrepresenting to borrowers both that they would be charged only the costs of 

coverage and that an agency would be paid a fee as compensation for securing an 

individual policy; 

 

d. Selene received kickbacks and below-cost mortgage servicing functions from 

Southwest and Great American to maintain the exclusive relationship and keep their 

force-placed scheme moving forward; 

 

e. by directing, controlling, and creating an enterprise and arrangement by which 

Selene would receive unearned kickbacks; 

 

f. by directing, controlling, and creating an enterprise and arrangement by which 

Selene would receive illegitimate revenues (ultimately charged to borrowers) in the 

form of direct payments, reinsurance, expense reimbursements, or credits that were 

merely bribes to keep the exclusive relationship and not disclosing same to 

borrowers;  

 

g. by directing, controlling, and creating an enterprise and program by which Selene 

received rebates on the cost of the insurance but never charged the borrowers its 

actual or effective cost to procure the lender placed policies; 

 

h. by designing and directing an exclusive arrangement by which Selene manipulated 

the force-placed insurance market in order to artificially inflate the amounts it 

charge to borrowers for force-placed insurance.  The charges were inflated to 

provide Selene with kickbacks disguised as “commissions” or expense 

reimbursements, or to cover the cost of discounted mortgage servicing, and/or to 

provide Selene with lucrative debt forgiveness or reinsurance payments.  Great 

American and Southwest benefited by securing business from Selene—they 

provide kickbacks to Selene at the expense of the borrowers who are charged the 

inflated charges; 

 

i. by developing and implementing guidelines and criteria to determine when force-

placed insurance is placed on a borrower’s home, in what amount, for what 

coverages and for what period of time—all of which resulted in inferior and more 

expensive insurance that covered time periods where no claims were made and/or 

resulted in “double coverage;” and 

 

j. by developing and implementing an automated system to send the cycle of 

deceptive letters to borrowers, to determine the type, time period and amount of 

substandard and unnecessary coverage, and to remove or charge borrowers’ escrow 

accounts automatically for improper and inflated charges. 
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162. In order to further its control and direction of the enterprise, Great American and 

Southwest paid bribes and kickbacks in the form of unearned commissions, direct payments, 

expense reimbursements, reinsurance payments, and below cost mortgage servicing.  

163. As part of and in furtherance of the scheme to defraud, Defendants made numerous 

material omissions and misrepresentations to Plaintiffs and Class members with the intent to 

defraud and deceive Plaintiffs and Class members.   

164. For example, Great American and Southwest, with the approval of Selene, sent 

form letters to Plaintiffs on Selene letterhead through the U.S. Mail, stating that Selene would 

purchase force-placed coverage if voluntary insurance was not secured by a certain date.  

Specifically, to Plaintiffs, it was represented in the letters that Selene would “purchase” the 

required coverage that would cost Plaintiff Marshall $1004.64 and Plaintiff McNeil $1,759.08.  In 

making these statements, Defendants knowingly and intentionally falsely stated that the amounts 

for force-placed insurance that Plaintiffs were charged represented the actual “cost” of the policies, 

when in fact Selene paid less for the insurance due to the inclusion of the kickbacks and other costs 

paid as bribes to Selene that resulted in an effective rebate.  Defendants engaged in similar conduct 

as to all class members. 

165. Defendants also knowingly and intentionally fostered the mistaken impression that 

Selene was actively “obtaining” a policy for the borrower when in fact no work was done and no 

expenses were incurred by Selene or its affiliates because a master policy was already in place and 

the force-placed insurance was issued pursuant to the automated procedures in place.   

166. None of the letters sent to Plaintiffs disclosed the financial arrangement between 

the Defendants. 
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167. Defendants had a duty to correct these misstatements and mistaken impressions. 

These misrepresentations and omissions were material, as they helped Defendants advance their 

scheme to charge Plaintiffs unreasonably high amounts for force-placed insurance and were 

designed to lull Plaintiffs and the Class into believing that the charges were legitimate.   

168. Plaintiffs and other homeowners would not have paid, or would have contested 

these specific charges had Selene disclosed that the illegal bribes and kickbacks were included and 

that Selene was effectively paying less for the force-placed insurance than what it charged to 

Plaintiffs and the Class members.   Letters such as these were sent to Plaintiff Marshall on October 

10, 2015, January 9, 2016, and May 19, 2016 and Plaintiff McNeil on January 22, 2016.     

169. For the purpose of executing the scheme to defraud, Defendants sent, mailed, and 

transmitted, or caused to be sent, mailed, or transmitted, in interstate or foreign commerce 

numerous materials, including but not limited to the notices and letters described above informing 

Plaintiffs and Class members that they could charge Plaintiffs and Class members unreasonably 

high amounts for force-placed insurance.  This scheme to defraud proximately injured Plaintiffs 

and the Class because it prevented them from making an informed decision regarding whether to 

dispute or pay the force-placed charges, or whether to allow new coverage to be placed on their 

property.  Had they known that the charges had been artificially inflated to include kickbacks and 

other improper charges and that they were paying more than what Selene ultimately paid, they 

would not have paid them or would have contested them.  Defendants also transferred sums among 

themselves, including but not limited to “fees,” or “commissions” to Southwest to cover the below-

cost mortgage servicing functions it provided in furtherance of their scheme to defraud Plaintiffs 

and Class members, in violation of the wire fraud statutes. 

170. By reason and as a result of Defendants’ conduct and participation in the 
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racketeering activity alleged herein, Defendants have caused damages to Plaintiffs and Class 

members in the form of unreasonably high force-placed insurance premiums. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs and Class members seek compensatory damages, treble 

damages, and attorneys’ fees and costs, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1964(c). 

COUNT VIII 

Violation of RICO, 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d) 

 

171. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate paragraphs 1-77 and 156-170 herein as if fully 

set forth herein. 

172. At all relevant times, Defendants were associated with the enterprise and agreed 

and conspired to violate 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d).  Defendants agreed to conduct and participate, 

directly and indirectly, in the conduct and affairs of the enterprise through a pattern of racketeering 

activity, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d). 

173. Selene, Southwest, and Great American illegally agreed to violate RICO, 18 U.S.C. 

§ 1962(d), by, inter alia:  

 Through Southwest, agreeing that Great American would be Selene’s exclusive 

force-placed insurance providers and would extract unreasonably inflated amounts 

from Selene’s customers.  Selene also agreed that Great American and Southwest 

would pay kickbacks to Selene and its affiliates; 

 

 Agreeing that Southwest and Great American would administer the LPI program 

and monitor Selene’s mortgage portfolios for lapses in voluntary insurance and 

would, with the approval of Selene, send misleading notices to borrowers.  These 

misleading notices would inform the borrowers that if new coverage were not 

procured, coverage would be force-placed, the borrower would be charged the 

“cost” of the insurance”; 

 

 Entering into illusory commission, reinsurance, or outsourcing agreements in 

order to disguise the true nature of the amounts charged to borrower under the 
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guise of force-placed insurance; and 

 

 Agreeing to commit two or more predicate acts as described above in Count VIII. 

 

174. Through “soft-dollar” or other credits, or cash payments Selene affiliates pass 

profits from this scheme to Selene. 

175. Selene committed and caused to be committed a series of overt acts in furtherance 

of the conspiracy and to affect the objects thereof, including but not limited to the acts set forth 

above. 

176. As a result of Defendants’ violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d), Plaintiffs and Class 

members suffered damages in the form of unreasonably high force-placed insurance charges. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs and Class members seek compensatory and treble damages, 

and attorneys’ fees and costs, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1964(c). 

COUNT IX 

TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH A BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP 

(against Great American and Southwest) 

 

177. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate paragraphs 1-77 above as if fully set forth herein 

and further allege as follows. 

178. Plaintiffs and the Class members have advantageous business and contractual 

relationships with Selene pursuant to the mortgage contracts.   Plaintiffs and the Class members 

have legal rights under these mortgage contracts.   For example, Plaintiffs and the Class members 

have a right not to be charged exorbitant amounts attributed to force-placed insurance in bad faith. 

179. Great American and Southwest had knowledge of the mortgage contracts and the 

advantageous business and contractual relationships between Plaintiffs and the Classes and Selene.  

Great American and Southwest were not parties to the mortgage contracts, nor were they third-
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party beneficiaries of the mortgage contracts.  Further, Great American and Southwest did not 

have any beneficial or economic interest in the mortgage contracts. 

180. Great American and Southwest intentionally and unjustifiably interfered with 

Plaintiffs’ and the Classes’ rights under the mortgage contracts, as described above, by, inter alia, 

entering into an exclusive relationship with Selene and/or its affiliates, whereby Southwest 

provided Selene with below-cost mortgage servicing functions and Great American provided 

kickbacks in the form of “commissions” or “expense reimbursements,” or ceded reinsurance 

premiums, among other things, which are purposefully and knowingly charged to Plaintiffs and 

the Class members, to Selene in exchange for the exclusive right to be the force-place insurance 

provider. 

181. As a result of Great American’s and Southwest’s interference with the Plaintiffs’ 

mortgage agreements, Defendant Selene breached the express and implied terms of its mortgage 

contracts with Plaintiffs and members of the Classes, by using funds that were designated to pay 

insurance, taxes, and other items, in order to pay non-designated costs of Defendants, including 

kickbacks, reinsurance premiums, and subsidized mortgage servicing functions (i.e. new loan 

boarding, loss drafts) that have no relation to the placement of force-placed insurance. 

182. Plaintiffs and the Classes have been damaged as a result of Great American’s and 

Southwest’s interference with their mortgage contracts by being charged bad faith, exorbitant, and 

illegal charges in connection with the force-placed insurance in contravention of their rights under 

the mortgages. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and all Class members similarly 

situated, seek a judgment in their favor against Great American and Southwest for the actual 

damages suffered by them as a result of their tortious interference.  Plaintiffs also seek all costs of 
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litigating this action, including attorneys’ fees. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and all similarly situated individuals, 

demand judgment against Selene as follows: 

1) Declaring this action to be a proper class action maintainable pursuant to Rule 23(a) 

and Rule 23(b)(1) and (2), or Rule 23(b)(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and declaring 

Plaintiffs and their counsel to be representatives of the Classes sought in this complaint; 

2) Enjoining Defendants from continuing the acts and practices described above; 

3) Awarding damages sustained by Plaintiffs and the Class members as a result of 

Selene’s breaches of the subject mortgage contracts and the implied covenant of good faith and 

fair dealing, together with pre-judgment interest; 

4) Finding that Selene has been unjustly enriched and requiring it to refund all unjust 

benefits to Plaintiffs and the Class, together with pre-judgment interest; 

5) Awarding Plaintiff Marshall and the New Jersey Subclass compensatory and treble 

damages, injunctive relief, declaratory relief, attorneys’ fees, and costs under NJCFA; 

6) Awarding Plaintiff McNeil and the Florida Subclass damages, injunctive relief, 

declaratory relief, attorneys’ fees, and costs under FDUTPA; 

7) Awarding damages sustained by Plaintiffs and the Class members as a result of the 

Great American’s and Southwest’s tortious interference with the mortgage agreement 

8) Awarding Plaintiffs and Class members costs and disbursements and reasonable 

allowances for the fees of Plaintiffs’ and the Classes’ counsel and experts, and reimbursement of 

expenses;   
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9) Awarding actual damages and a penalty of $500,000 or 1% of Selene’s net worth 

as provided by 15 U.S.C. § 1640 (a)(1)-(2), and attorneys’ fees and costs as provided by 15 U.S.C. 

§ 1640 (a)(3); 

10) Awarding compensatory and treble damages, and attorneys’ fees and costs under 

the federal RICO statute; and  

11) Awarding such other and further relief the Court deems just and equitable. 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

 Plaintiffs and the Classes request a jury trial for any and all Counts for which a trial by 

jury is permitted by law.   

Respectfully submitted this 6th day of July, 2016.  

By: /s/ Robert J. Neary  

Adam M. Moskowitz, Esq.  

Florida Bar No. 984280 

amm@kttlaw.com 

Thomas A. Tucker Ronzetti, Esq. 

Florida Bar No. 965723 

tr@kttlaw.com  

Rachel Sullivan, Esq. 

Florida Bar No. 815640 

rs@kttlaw.com 

Robert J. Neary, Esq. 

Florida Bar No. 81712 

rn@kttlaw.com 

KOZYAK TROPIN & 

THROCKMORTON  

2525 Ponce de Leon Blvd., 9th Floor 

Coral Gables, Florida 33134 

Telephone:  (305) 372-1800  

Facsimile:    (305) 372-3508 

Counsel for Plaintiffs 

Lance A. Harke, Esq. 

Florida Bar No. 863599 

lharke@harkeclasby.com    

Sarah Engel, Esq. 

Florida Bar No. 991030 

sengel@harkeclasby.com  

Howard M. Bushman, Esq. 

Florida Bar No. 0364230 

hbushman@harkeclasby.com   

HARKE CLASBY & BUSHMAN LLP 

9699 NE Second Avenue 

Miami Shores, Florida 33138 

Telephone: (305) 536-8220 

Facsimile: (305) 536-8229 

Counsel for Plaintiffs 
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Aaron S. Podhurst, Esq. 

Florida Bar No. 63606 

apodhurst@podhurst.com 

Peter Prieto, Esq.  

Florida Bar No. 501492 

pprieto@podhurst.com 

PODHURST ORSECK, P.A. 

City National Bank Building 

25 West Flagler Street, Suite 800 

Miami, Florida 33130 

Telephone: 305-358-2800 

Facsimile: 305-358-2382 

Counsel for Plaintiffs 

 

Roosevelt N. Nesmith, Esq. 

roosevelt@nesmithlaw.com    

LAW OFFICE OF  

ROOSEVELT N. NESMITH, LLC 

363 Bloomfield Avenue, Suite 2C 

Montclair, NJ 07042 

Telephone: (973) 259-6990 

Facsimile: (866) 848-1368 

Counsel for Plaintiffs 
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which has the address of 2251 .TInnEWINDS DRIvs
tation)

KTSSIMMEE, Florida 3 4 7 4 6 ('Property Address"):
terry) yip Coed

TOOETtIER WITH nil thu improvements now or hereafter erected on the property, and oil casentents,.
appurtenances, and fixturs now or hereafter a part or the ioroperly. All replacements (Ind additions shell also be
covered by this Security Instrument. All of the foregoing is re erred to in 11112 Securlty Instalment at the "Property."
Borrower understands Cod agrees Ilia MERS holds only legal tl le to tho Interests granted by Borrower Intl* Security\IInstrument., but, If necessary to comply with law or custom, r ERS (as nondnec (or Lender and Lendries successors

and assigns) hal the right: to exercise any or all of those Infects's, including, but not limited tch tho tight to lbreoloso
and s e l l the Property; and 10 take any action required of LendeJ Including, but not limited to, releasing or canceling
this Security Initrument.

bOltROWER COVENANTS that BOrroWee is tawgilly seised of the estate hereby convoyed unit has Me right to
mortgage, grant And convoy the Property and that the Properly is unencumbered, except for CliollorbryfreC6 of record,
Borrower worrants and will defend generally the title lo the Properly ngainst all dolma and demands, subject to only

cum lYrdlices of record.
Tills SECURITY INSTRUMENT combines uniforms envenoms for national use end non.uniform covenants with

linnted variations by Jurisdiction to constitute a uniform security instrument covering real property.

UNIFORM COVENANTS. Borrower turd 1,enefer covenant and nom as follows;
1. Pnyment of Principal, Interest nod Lute Charge, liorrower shall pay when due the principal of, and

Interest on, the debt ettldenced by the Note and Inks charges due tinder Ilio Note,
2. Monthly Payment or TAVI, Thu1;411164 and Oilier Charges, Borrower shall include In each monthly

payment, together with the principal end interest us act tbrth IR Mu Note and any late charges, a sum for (a) sues nnd

special ilSuCpmenla levied or to he levied against the Properly, (b) leasehold payments or ground hilts on the

Property, and (0) premiums Roe Insurance required Rader paragraph 4. in any year In which the Lender roust pay a

mortgage insurance premium to the Secretary of I lousittg and Urban Development ("Secretary"), or in any year In
which sack premium would hove heeir required ir Lender still held the Security Instrument, each monthly payment
slant also Include either: (I) a Mint for Llle annual mortgage ittsutstwo put:afloat to be paid by Lender to the Seeretary,
or (ii) u monthly charge instead of is Mortgage Insurance premium if this Security Instrument is hold by the Secretary,
In areosonablo einount to be determined by the Secretary. Except for the monthly clurrgeby the Secretary, these items
arc called "Escrow Itemsand thu sums paid to Lender rue called "Escrow Funds,

Lender may, at nny lime., collect and hold aniOnnta for Escrow item In an aggregate amount not to exceed the
maximum amount that may be required for Borrower's escrow account Under the Real E.state Settlement Procedures
Act of .1974, 12 U, S.C, 260 I Ilim and implementing regulations, 24 GER, Part 3500, as they may be emended
from time tin rime RESPA"), exeept that the cushion or reserve permitted by RESPA for unanticipated disbursements
or disbursements before the Borrower's payMents art available in the account may not be based on amounts duo for
the mortgage litioranee premium,

Into atnourlto lreld by Lender for Escrow items exceed the amounts permitted to he held try RESPA, Lender shall
account to Borrower for Mt enceSS (Wick AS required by letiSPA, IfOm amounts or rtomh Iclul by lmtkler et oily tlaiR
arc lint StitECIera to pay Ma Escrow Ttems when due, Lender may notilY ihe Borrower and require Borrower io make

tip the shortage as permitted by RESP A.
'I he thcront, Fowls are iiledvd es additional security Rw all sums secured by rids Security lustf rancid. If

Borrower tetidirs to Lender, tha full payment of all such sums, Borrower's account shrdl be credited with the balance

LlerroWer bolt
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remaining for all lostalbnent Mon (n), (b), and (c) nod any mortgage insurnrico premium installment that Lender has
not bemire obligated to pay to the Secretory, and Lender shall promptly refund uny excess fluids to Borrower.

buniedipiely prior to a foreclosure sele al he Property or its acquisition by Loader, BOrrowe 3 tICCOUnt shall be
credited wimh any balance remaining for ull installments for items (a), (b), and (c),

3, Applkation of Payments. All pnyments under paragraphs I nod 2 shall be applied by Lender as follows;
PIBSI to the mortgage Insurance premiutn to be paid by Lender to the Secretory ur to IItn monthly charge
by the Secretary instead of the monthly mortgage insurance premium;
hliCOND., to any taxes, special] assessments, leasehold payments or ground rents, nod Pre, flood and other
hazard loatiffinen premiums, as required;
THIRD, to intereat due under the Note;
LQI.11M, amprtizimtion of the principal of the Note; and
PIPTIC, to late chomge's (WO onder the Nolo,
4, Flit, Mood and Other fferard Insurance. Borrower doll insure all improvements on dus Property,

whether now in existence or sub,sonttordly erected, against any lunoards, casualties, and contingencies, including lire,
for witiolm Lender requires Insurance, Thls Insurance shall he mapualned in the amounts and for the periods that
Lender requires, Borrower shall aka insure all Improvements on the Property, whether now to calstence or

subsequently erected, agohlst loss by floods to the extent required by the Secretary. All insurance shall beenrried with

companies upprovcri by Lender. 'fhe insurance policies and any renewals shall he held by Lender and shall include
loss payable ollidses in favor of, and hint form acceptable to, Loonier.

In the event of foss, Borrower shall give Lender immediate notice by mail, Lender may triage proof of loss ifnot
made promptly by Borrower, l.f.ach insurance company cutworm:A Is hereby authorized end directed to Make payment
for such loss difeetly to Lender, instead of lo borrower and to Lender Jointly, All or any part of the Innorance

proceeds Inay he applied by Lender, at its option, either (a) hi the reduction of rho Indebtethwas under the Note and
tills Security illattutncill, first to any delinquent amounts applied in the order int paragaph 3, end then to prepayment
of principal, or (b) tu Mc restoration or repair of the damaged Properly. Any application of the proceeds to the
principal aiall not extend ur postpone the doe dote of the moodily payments whioh aro referred ICI In paragraph 2, or

slitutge the amount of such payments, Any excess insurance proceeds over an amount required to pay all outstanding
Indebredneso under the Note and this Security Instrunrcht shall be paid to the entity legally entitled thereto,

in the event of foreclosure of this Security Instrument or other transfer of tilie to the Properly dint extinguishes
the indebtedous, all right, tilla and interest of Borrower in and to insurance policies In force shell mus to the
purchaser.

5. Occupancy, P rrserva don, hiaintentutre and Protection of lip Property; Burrower's Leen Application{
Leaseholds, Borrower shell occupy, establish, and use the Property ns But rower's arlyclptit residence within sixty
days after the execution el thls Security Instrument (or within sixty days or a later sak or transfer of Ma Property)
and shall continue to occupy mite Property us Ilorrowee a prInclyal residence for at least one 'year after the date of

occupancy, unless Lender determines that requirement will cause undue nirdeltip for llorrorr, or unless extenuatinig
circumstances exist which art beyond Borrower's control. Ilorrower shod notify Lender of any axtenuating
eircurnstaopes. norrower shall not commit wostO of destroy, damp or substantially change the Properly or allow
the Property to deterlorato, reasonable wear and term exCepted. Lender may Inspect the Property if the Property Is
vacant or obandoned or lila loan IS Inn default, Lender may take re:tsonablu action to protect and preserve such vacant
or abandoned.Property, Borrower shall also be in default if Borrower, during the tom oppliFetion process, gave
materially false or Inaccurate Information or statements to Lender (or failed to provide Lender withiany material
information) In connection with Ma loan evidenced by die Note, ineiuding, but not limited to, representations
conecridng ttorrinwer. a occupancy oe the Property Of ft principal residence. If thls Security initrurnant la on a

burrower hritiol,
FHA FContaet I. GE ttiFfia— Dochfaoro ere051.111.t IC0.0.(0.967
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letssehold, Borrower shall comply with the provisions aline lease, If 13orrower ncquires fce title to the Property, lho
leasehold and fee title shall not bc merged unless Lender agrees to the merger in

6. Condemnation. lite proceeds of any nward or plalln for doinages, direct or cnseqttonrtiei las connection
with any cohdenmation or other inking of any part of the Property, or for conveyance In placd of condenutation, arc

hereby assigned and shall be paid to Lender to the extent of the full amount of the indebtedness dun remains unpaid
under the Note and thls Security Instrument. Lender shall apply such proceeds to the reduction of the Indebtedness
under the Note and this Security Instrument, Brat to uny delinquent amounts applied in the order provided In

paragraph 31 and then to prepayment of principal, Ally application of the proceeds to tho principal shall not extend

or postpone the due date of the monthly paymonts, which areroferred to In paragraph2, or change the amount of such

gornents, Any excess proceeds ovor au amount required to pay gil outstanding Indebtedness under the Note nod this

Security lostrument 111(11114 paid to the entity legally entitled thereto,
7, Charge4 to Borrower mid Protssetion of Lender's 1tIghts lit the Property, Borrower shall pity ell

governmeural er municipal oherges, Flora and impositions lhal are IRA included in paragraph 2, Borrower shall pay
these obligiatioris on Hula directly to tho entity which Is owed the payment. If failure to pay would adversely Affect
Lender's interest in the Property, upon Lender's request Borower shall promptly furnish to Lender receipts
evidencing these payments.

If Borrower falls to make these payments or the payments required by paragreph 2, or fails lo perfornt any other

covenants and sgkernents contained in this Security Instrument, or there is a legal proceeding that may significantly
affect Lender's rights fa ilia Property (such no R proceeding in bankruptcy, for condemnation nr to enforce laws or

teguintions), then Lender rony do And pny whatever Is necessary to protect Ihe value of the Property and Lender'

rights in Ihe Property, Including payment of taxes, hazard insurance and other items mentioned in paragraph 2.

Any amounts clMsursed by Lender under this paragraph shod become an additional debt of Burrower and be

secured by this Security II:Wearer:I, Ifheso amounts shall bear interest from the date of disbursement at lire Noto rale,
and at the option of Lender shall be immediately due and payabld.

Borrower shall promptly discitage any lien which Ito priority over this Security Inetrurneot unless Borrower:

(a) agrees in writing to the payment of the obligation secured by the lien in n monitor acceptable to Lender; (6)contests,
in good faith the lien by, or defends against enforcement of the lien In, legal proceedings which In the Lender's

opinion operate to prevent the enforcement of the lien; or (c) secures from the holder of the Ilen Alt agreement
satisfactory to Lender sehordinuting the lien In this Security Instrument. if Lender determines Mat any part of the

Property Is subjeet to a lion which may attain priority over this Security histrument, Lender may give Borrower R

notice Identifying the hen. Borrower skull satisfy thc thin or take ono or moro of the actions set forth above withht
10 days of the giving of notice,

8, Fees. Lender may colleet fees and charges authorized by the 8ecrotary,
9, Grounds for Acecternilon of Debt,

(a) Default, Lender may, except no. limited by regulations issued by the Seeretaryjn the ease of payment
defaults, require immediate payment le full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument If:

(1) Borrower defaults by foiling to pay in full my monthly payment required by this Security
Instrument prior to or on the due date of the next monthly payment, or

(ill Borrower defaults by falling, for n period of thirty days, to perform arty othur obligations
mintained 111 this Security Instrument.

(b) Sale Without Credit Appryill, Lender shall, 11'Fri/tined by applicable law (iMiludIng reettnn 341(d)
'u( the Gern.St. Germain 1)eposhory ltlAtitotIonm Act of 1982, 12 U,S.C..11701j.3(d)) and with the prior
apProval of tile Surrtaryrequire immediate payment Its full of all sums secured by thiiScwrily Instrument IP

.(i) Ali or pert of tne Property, or a beneficial interest In trust owning all or port of 1110 Property, is

sold or Mho wise transferred (other MO by devise or de.scent), and

BerroWer
FHA FLORIDA M oh. mein 06414aglo
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The UrOperty k nal occupied by the purchaser or grantee na his dr het' principal reside*, or the
porchaser or grantee &Ma 90 occupy the Property, but his or her eredit hos not been approved In
accordance svIth rho requirements of the Secretary.

(c) No 'Waiver. If circumstances ocour that would pond Lender to require Immediate payment In full,
bat Lender U0e9 not rastrIrc such payments, Lender dues nor waive its rights whit reSpoct la subsequent events.

(d) IteguintIons of MID Secretary, In many circumstances roplations Issued by Ihc Secretary will !limit
I.clider's rights, In the case of payment defaults, to require immediate payment in full and foreclose If not
Paid. This Seettrily tostroolerd doeS not authorize acceleration or farecloittre if not permitted by regulations
of the Seeratory.
(e) Mortgage Not Instired. Borrower agrees Mal If Oils Security Instrumeof And Mc Note are net
determined Id be eligible for Msuranee under tho Nadonel noosing Act within 60 DAYS
from the data Itercof, Lender may, at its option require lonnediato paylnent In full ofall sums secured by this

Security Instrument, A written statement of any authorized agent of;the Secretary dated subsequent to
60 DACS from tho date hereof, declining to Insure Mk Security Instrument and

thy Note, shall be doomed conclusive proof of such Ineligibility, Notwithstanding the forcgding, Mis option
may not be exorcised by !Ander when rho unavailability of insurance is solely due to Lender's failure to remit

ma mortgage insurance premium to the, Seerelor).
10. Itelnstatentent, Borrower has a right lo be reinstated If Lender has required linntediale payment In fbll

because of Borrower's failure to pny nu Omlit iou (Inc under the Note or this Seourity Instrument, This right applies
even after foreclosure proccedlogs are Mslituted. To reinstate Mu Security Instrument, Borrower shall tender in

lump sum an amounts required to bring Borrower's recount current including, to dm extent they rue obligations ol'
Borrower under this Security Instrument, foreclosure conk end reasonable end customary attorneysfens nod expenses
properly associated with the foreclosure proceudhig. 1.Ipou reinstatement by borrowertills hoeunity Insintniani and
litc obligations thal It secures shall rcinaht ma effeot no if Lender had not required Immediate payment In full,
However, Lender Is nor required to permit reinstatement IP. (I) Lander hos accepted reimiatemartl after ilte
commencement of forectosure proceedings within two years Immediately preceding the commencement of a current

foreclosure proceeding, (II) reinstatement will preclude foreclosure on dIfIbrent grounds In the future, or (B1)
retastAteructi will adversely affect the priority of tho lien created by lids Security instrtnnent.

t. Ilprrower Nut Released; Vorbeneance by Lander Nut a Waiver, Itmension of the (hoe of payment or

reedlticutl4n of amortization of ihe sums secured by this Security Instrument granted by Lender to any successor int
inlet est op Borrower iltall not operate lo release ills ljaLillity or the original Borrower or Borrower's successors in
interest, Lender shall hot ho required to comment:0 proceedings egetrot any succemor In Interest or refuse to extend
thne for payment or otherwise niatIllY antortinatIon of the sums secured by this Security Instrument by reason of any
demand !node by the original Borrower or Burrower's suceess, Irs le interest. Any forbearance by Lender in exercising
oily right or remedy shell ant be, a wniver of or prcelude the exercise of any rig)mt or remedy.

12, Successors and Assigns Bound; Joint find benarni LInhIlity; Co-Signal% Ills covenants and agreements
of tills Scour by Instrument shall hind and benefit the successors and Assigns or Lurider aJtd Iktrrowor, subje^A ID lila

provisions Of pahgroph 9(b). Borrower's covenants and agreements EMIL be Joint and several. Any Borrower in hoL
co.signs this Security Instrument but does trot execute the Now (a) Is co,signing this Security instrument only to

mortgage, grant end ceitvoy that Borrower's interest irt thc Property under the terms of this Security Instrument; (b)
is Om personally obligated to pay Me Hunts secured by ails Security lustiumcnt; nod (e) agrees that Lender and any
other Borrower may agree to extend, modify, forbear or mkt any accommodations with regard to Ihe'lernts of this
Seeorlly lostromorht Or the Note without that Borrower's consent.

13, Notices. An) notice to Borrower provided for In this Security Instrument shall be given by dpIlvering It or

by mailing it by first ohm nmil unless applicable law requires use of noodles method; Tim notion shall be directed

Borrower,Toitla177_feL.-7":0
Page 6 of 0
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to the Property Address or ally other address Borrower desIgnates by notice to Lender, Any notice lo Lender shall
be givcrt by first class hull to Lender's address stared herein or any address Lender designates by notice to Borrower,
Any notice provided for iii this Security instrument shall be deemed to have been given ro Borrower ur Lousier when
given ns prOvided In thin plualtraPh.

I& Governing Law; NovershIllty, This Security Instrument shall be governed by federal law find tho law of
Iko jurisdiction in which the Property is located, In the event dm any provision or chimed' this Sectirity Instrument
or the Noto conflicts with appliaable law, such conflict shall not effeet other provisions of this Security Instrument
or the Note which can be given effect without-tile conflicting provision, To this end the provisions of this Security
Instrument end tile Note are declared to be severable.

15, Borrow r's Copy. Borrower shall be given one eonfornled eopy of tha Nolo and of MN Security Instrument,
16, /luxe Mesa Bubstancel, Burrower shall not cause of permit the presenee, use, disposal, storage, or release

of any Hazardous Subltenees on or In the Properly, Borrower shrill not do, nor allow anyone else to do, anything
affecting the Property thnt Is In violation of any Environmental Law, Tho preceding two sentences shall not apply
ro the presence, use, or storage on the Property of small quantities of Hazardous Substances that aro generally
recognized to he appropriate to normal residential uses 4nd to maintenance of the Property,

Borroider shall promptly give Lender written notice of nny Invastigntion, claim, dernand, -Itiwauit or other action
by any gov6rnmcntal or regulatory agency or private party involving the Properly and nny Harsrdnus Substance, or

Environmental LBW of which Borrower has actual knowledge. IfBorrower learns, or Is notified by uny governmental
or regulatory autliority,, dig Hoy reniuvul or (Our remedintion of any ilazurdoul Substances atTecting the Property
is necessary, Borroweishell pibroptly take all necessary remedial actions in aceordence with Environmental Low.

As used In this paragraph 16, "Hazardous Substances" are Mose substances darted as toxic or hazardous
substances by liovironmental Loiv and the following substances: gasollno, kerosene, other flammable or toxic
petroleum products, toxic pesticides end herbicides, volatile solvents, materials containing asbestos or fonnaldchydo,
and radioactive materials, A3 used in this pategraph 16, "Environmental Law' means federal laws Ind laws of the
jurisdiction where the Property is located (hut relate to health, safely or environmental protection,

NON-UNIFORM COVENANTS, Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree OS follotini
17, Assigruitent of Beate, Borrower unconditionally assigns rind transfers to Lender all the rents and revenues

of the Property, Borrower authorizes Lender or Lender's spills to collect the rents and revenues and hereby directs
cuch tenant of the Pfoperty to pay the roma to Lender or Lender's agents. However, prior to LolloOr s nOileO to
Elorrower of Borrowbr's breach of any covenant Or agreement in the Security Instrument, Borrower shall collect and
receive all rents and revenues of the Property as trustee for the benefit of Lcridor and Borrower. This assignment of
reins constitutes an absolute assignment end not an assignment for additional security only,

frLerldr gives ndtlee of breach to Borrower: (a) ull rearms reccivod by 13orrower shall be held hy:Borrower es

trustee for 4tralt of Lender only, to be applied to the sums secured by the Security fasts merit; (b) Lender shall be
entitled to collect unit receive ull of the rents of the Property; nod (c) each tenant of the Property shall pay till reels
due and unpaid to Lender pr Lendee 9 agent on Lender's written demand to the tentun,

Borrower has not executed nay prior assionment of tiro rents and has not end will riot perform any act that would
prevent Lender froin exorcising its rights under this paragraph 17.

Lender shall not be required to enter upon, take conttol of or maintain Mc Property bofore or atter giving notice
of breach to Borrower. However, Lender or 11_111(116th appointed receiver myths soOt any tirne ther'p is a breech,
Any application of rents shell not core ur waive any default or Invalidate any other right or remedy oftender, 'Ills
assignment of rents orate Property dialt terminate when (he debt mimed by the Seeurity Instrument Is' porn in full,

IS. Foreclosure Procedure, ff Lender requires Inatnedilite pityrnenl lit full under paraginpli 9, [Antler racy
foreclose this Security Instrument try Judicial proceeding, Lender shall be eatttled to collect 'all expenses

Iloirower
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Incurred In pursuing the remedies provided In this paragraph 19, Including, but not limited to, reasonable

attorneys' fees and COM of title evidence,

If the Lender's Interest In thle Security Instrument Is held by dm Secretory and (Ile Secretitey requires
Immediate payment In full under priragraph I, the Secretary niny Invoke the nonJUdtglai power of sole proVided
In ihe Single Nntily ivOrtgage Irorecleaure Act Of 1994 Aer) (12 1.1.S.C. 3751 ej isa) by requesting g

forcelosuro1commissioncri designated under the Act to commence foreclosure.* to sell theProperty as provided
In the Act! Nothing 41 the preceding sentence shall deprive the Secretary of any rights otherwise rtvallehle to

n Lender tinder thiqaragraph 13 or applicable
19. Release, Upon payment of all sown sccured by thls Security Instrument, Lender.gbull release:this Security

Instrument. borrower shall pay any recordation costs, Lender nmy charge Borrower a reo for releasing Os Security
Instrument, but only if the fee is paid to a third party for services rendered and liwcharging of the fee, is peimitted
under applicable law.

20, AttorneysFees. As used In this Security lestruntent and Me Note, attorneys' few shall Include those

uwarded by fur appellate court ond any attorneys' fees incprred in a ininkruptey`proceeding,
21, Riders tO this Security Instrument, one or snore riders are emitted by Borrower and regorge' together

with this 8•91-ity Instrument, the covenants of each such rider snail be Incorporated ink) and shall ainend and

supplement dm covenants and agreements or thls Security initrupent as lithe rldec(s) wore o purl of thls Security
Instrument.

[Check noplicnble box(es)),

El Condominium Rider ciracluated Payment Rider fj Growing Ronny Rider

tXI Planned Unit Development Rider D Adjustable Rale Rider D Rehabilitation Loan Rider

fl NorOwner Occuponcy Rider D Other (Specifyl

fREMAINOER OF THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT DANK]

IlotroWer
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BY SIONNO BELOW, Borrower accepts and agrees to the tering contained in pages I through 9of this Security
Instrument rind in any rider(s) executed by Borrower und recorded with It.

(Seal) (Scal)
•mq frictIPIT 6 -Borrower arrOWOr
2251 TRADEWINDS DR1V2,
KISSIMM, FLORIDA 34')4-6

(Sant) (Setd)
-Borrower -BorrOWor

(Seal) (SeBI)
•Borrower •Borrower

Witntss:

Aurora Rul
-Non

Ena?.r,!IFD,,,,,, 11116/N2'86E M U48
nig. 8
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iSpuco Beim This LIrto For Apknow ledgment

STAT11 cI KOH IDA

COUNTY OF

_IT 7-77)1)C;
Thu foregoing instrument vas ocknowlcdml before me this N titY 12"2e (7"

by ROBIN MCNEIL

who is personntly known to me or who has produced 01..1/ ver) ii.
iTypa,, t Itivaostion),

us WW1 ll holll ion,

;if 7: .2(, 71, v"

...•fiaalif

:171 V'i!;', WAI E WI CRUZ
Signature

itt)',1.1, nowt Pone Slate Of Flotilla

al 111 Cc:41111111110o DODi Mgt 3, Nil WALESKA
Name of Notary

CRUZ
'4,j.,,u.,e7 Committlon i OD 695400

(hull)

Serial Nuinhco, ir nny

FLUME/A MURTUAUE M ER9 ()Wink' OXIVOCCi i00.(0.1302
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